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THOUSANDS SLAIN
Casualties in Moscow From
Riots Shockingly Large.
MURDER AND RUIN
FOLLOWED HY HUNGER
In Addition to 5,000 Killed 14,000
Wounded Suffer—Fighting Con-
tinued at Last Report.
"LOYAL" TROOPS SLAY
PEOPLE LIKE BRUTES.
^
VADIJCAH, KY., WEDNESDA.Y MORNING, DECEMBER 27, 1906.
APPOPLEXY CkUSEI STATES IIIGHTS
MR DEWITT NEWMAN SUD-
DENLY EXPIRED LAST
EVENING
London, Dec. a6.—The correspond-
ent of the Daily Telegraph at St.
Petersburg, in a dispatch dated at
6:454 p. m., Deceintser 25, says:
"At an early hour this morning the
casualties at Moscow were estinieted
at 5.000 killed and te000 wounded,
with the fighting still proceeding.
The inhabitants of Moscow have
been forbidden to leave their dwelling
after 7 o'clock in the evening.
"It is impossible to move about the
city in consequence of the frequency
of stray bullets. Many innocent per-
song have been accidentaNy
"A scarcity of provisions h threat-
ened."
The same correspondent, telegraph-
ing at loo38 p. m. says:
"YOU'. Moscow correspondent's
tetegrams have not been accepted be-
cause all private messages were re-
fused this afternoon.
"It is learned, however, that can-
non firing is nose oroceecring in var-
ious parts of the city tonight vary
near the railroad itation, where the
barricades erected by the revolution-
ists are being desperately defeadel
"The Kursk terminus at Mbscow
is being pillaged and many wagons
laden with provisions are being
looted.
"The Emperor is engaged daily in
'reviewing at Tsavskoe-Selo the regi-
ments of the St. Petersburg district.
The spirit of the trop. i. decidedly
STRIKERS ARE SATISFIED.
With the Progress Made by the
Workingmen.
New York, Dec. 4.—The St.
Petersburg correspondent of the
Herald cables the follooing under
yesterday's date: 'A member of the
executive council, said today:
"In spite of the thoroughly outward
appearance of elelay, e are thorough-
ly satisfied with the progress of the
strike. In the outskirts of St. Peters-
ham all is in order. The strike is
now gradually working inward.
"Tramway men .receive their wiges
today; tomorrow they will strike.
"On the Lhtli Prospect last night
400 of otw armed men were out. The
police surrounded our leader, M. Vas-
ash, pointing revol,vers at his head.
'We dropped twenty of them.
"Further, a demonstration of 000
soldieri in our favor took place. The
cossacks lactated them with the re-
sult that sixty-lour were wounded.
"In the Navia and Viborg districts
demonstrations took place in which
soldiers played a prominent part.
"Our entire armed force tonight is
ready for emergencies. Today we
passed resolutioas to resort to ex-
tremes.
"MI of the Cancssisn army is in a
state of mutiny. As Gov. Gen. Vor-
ontzoff-Dashkeff was guilty of send-
ing out 'hooligans,' it has been re-
solved to captnre him.
"Our delay in St. Petersburg is due
to the arrest of the executive com-
mittee. Difficultiea have been placed
in the way of,one Meeting. As there
are some aora members of our execu-
bee eionneitteto 'see meet simultan-
eously in six different places."
At taartsoitiSelo a ten-hour coun-
cil was- held Sunday.., Ir he Primo
Minister never metrtioncif a word of'
the strike. That A-as referred to a,
military council. It ‘N a decided in:
reference to file Itesinna that a vote
be given to all, pkoltig 'tent tsses:
Passed Away at His Home in Jack
isths., seen , eseor Only Coo
Half Hour's Illness.
Deep regfet will be occasioned to
hundreds of people of this city to
learn that lair night at Jackson,
Tenn., there suddenly died Mr. De-
Witt Newman, the son-in-law of
Prof. Md F. Lyon, of this city, and
brother-in-law of Mrs. Dr. Samuel
H. Winstead, of Seventh and Wash-
ington streets. The sad infotma-
ition came doubly ebocking on ac-
count of the fact that Mr. Newman
was sick only one and a kalfl-fiours.
Messages from Jacileson sold that
he was taken ill wirb apoplexy short
ly after supper lost evening and rap-
idly sank until clatmed by death at
8:30 o'clock.
Mr. 'Newman was about 46 -years
ot age and had hundreds of friends
in this city; where be often visited,
and as cheersfully greeted, being a
man of traits that made strong
friends of everybody. He was hear
some time last summer attending a
gathering of relatives and this was
the last time his Paducah friends
had all seen him.
About twelve years ago he wa.3
united in marriage to Miss Zetta
Lyon, one of this city's most popte
lar young ladies, who is a sister of
Mrs. Dr. Winstead, daughter of,
Prof. Lyon, and sister of Mrs. J.
If. Roborts, wife of the former pre-
sciding elder here of the Methodist
churches. who was this fail pins-
ferred to the Jackson, Tenn., dis-
trict.
'Besides his widow the (ices/Heed
leaves two little girls, the oldest of
winch is about ten years of age. H.
is also survived by two brothers.
Ste Newman was formerly a rail-
road conductor, then afterwards en-
tered the grocery business, but at
the time of his death was the trav-
eling representative of a large flour-
i milt
- -------- - -
Withdrew Dedication.
There was lodged with the clerk 
a discontent stating thint whAtlikeitin
Heighths addition was laid off near
Arcadia. that streets were . opened
nod dedicated for fret two of the
county, but that .1)14 ;county" govern-
ment woeld never aVeept the thor-
oughfares and cve them, there
fore the stork% 
r I 
the corti
pany controlling the addition with-
drew their deeds of dedication, clos-
.*.driip /Iresiiretts aniki-Couretted pit in
taih Atto priVate• Pie/4410 fill c'z-
'eM Fr 'tin vi1iir, was
•
PROMISE TO BE ONCE MORE
"AIRED" FOR PUBLIf!
GOOD
Will Be Taken From Shelf and
- suosed When the Life Insurance
Question Is Up
•
This .morning Dr and hi,.. Sam-
uel Winstead soul son went to jillo
son to attend the funeral services
which will probably be held IS011
time tomorrow.
SALTY CHARGES
Washington, Dec. a6.—The boo
honored doctrine of states rights,
which has been out of sight and out
of mind since the civil war times,
as been taken from !the pigeon hole,
dusted off and precented to congress
for consideration as a live issue.
It will be iojected into the .debates
of congress after the 'holidays. It
already has been the central 'theme
of several able speeches at the prs-
ent session. The doctrine was ex-
ponded in the old-fashioned demo-
cratic fashion by that brilliant Ken-
tucky representative, Mr. Sherky,
of Louisville, and other members of
ehe ristoority side presented argu-
ments of a more or less ccnvincine
character to show that state's right
are being lost sight of in a pell-mell
rush to augment the powers of the
already centralized government.
Arcola Against Federal Centred. ti,eis. .0f coin-, he camel tell how
companies. The opponents of this
!plan declare that it is just what the
insuranc_e companies want; 'that if
the generod government takes the su-
pervision of the companies away
from the 'states, people will :Ose
CONTEST INSTITUTED BY DE-
FLATED CANDIDATE FOR
LEGISLATURE
Successful Representative Replies in
Kind, and General Assembly
Must Decide.
London, Ky., Dec. a6.—When the
Kentucky legislature meets next
week at Frankfort it .will be called
upon to try a contest between W
M. Howard, defeated democratic
candidate for reprelientatiVe. who
went on the ballot by petition inothe
Seventieth legislative distriet, com-
posed Of the counties of Laurel and
Rockcastle, and James G. Yadon,
the republican nominee, who was
awarded the certificate of "election by
A majority on the face of the returns
of about too°. Howard is an old
ex
-Union soldier and brother of Rep
resentative J. J. C. Howard, of Clay
county, who was aseassinaited about
a year ago. Yadon is a young mart
about as years
In hi; notice of contest Howard
charges that Yatton'o election visa se
cured by unlawful trie of money &Sul
whislky, beer, brandy and other in-
toxicating drinks and things of ealuc
in the counties of Laurel and Rock -
entitle; that fraud, corruption and
bribeey were practiced. In another
paragraph the notice of contest be-
comes very personal sod makes salty
charges against Yadon.
In reply Yadon denies the charges
made by Toward and makss allega-
tions against the latter. Howard, in
a response declare, rthat the charges
are false.
erost; itif the roae:cd he can grade be-vehicle of die wintroduction
of the state's righte ellittrine is tne.__ fore late; elemeets arri\ei and Ivo:
Mica away krom outproposition to give the federal gov- thP
ernment control _ of the insurance "Per'rv.
Thif company is capoahzed at
$t,00ciipoo and the promoterehavebeen
at fur the past three years get-
itig  rights oi way through
d, to be passed over in going
froessAltiere to Cairo. To those not
al control over the companies. Their in telltd' with the teak it seethed
argument is that r.he people can appareat that it would not be a suc-
cess but without divulging their
affairs, those behind the railway line
have Aron quietly, but vigorously
work** all the time and have got
thitteft shape so that the interurban
is t atafttainty beyond any qestion of
ado(,
Thp ptomoteih estimate that it will
sunw direction of any other business, cost "tin .wincibmg like $15•000 per
as there are very few businesses soitThtle to butl. d the line, but the)- have
state operations. 
erso at thor cigsrmand' are the linance
I 
contracted as not to_engaege in irster•
needed, and voill ware oust w'hentvof
Judge. Murray P. Tuley, a whilom
Kenteckian, died. on the asth in
Kenosali, Wis., where ne had, lived
sometime and was one of the most
noted men of the section. File servedin many heliusratte_ppelticus d_uring
his rfe
S. R. Hoye ex
-clerk -of' the Tennes-
see supreme cot4 and one of tjlebeet known lawyers in* the 5 tate. •is
dead at Jackson,‘Tenn.
' et •
make themselves felt through local
and state governments, but that the
federele government is too far to-
moved from the people to respond to
popular 'impulses These men also
say that if the federal government
were given control of insurance, it
also can go a step farther and as-
state's rights advocates assent that
the power of supervising insurance
companiet should be left to the
states; that the vest government is
no only the one tsat governs the
least, but that governa at home.
Insurance Presidents Agree.
Thepresidento. elve big insur-
ance companies are doing much by
their actions to cciroborate the Oleo-
ry of the *ate's rights advocates.
Their apparent willingness, and evtu
dsire to be taken under the wing of
the federal gervernerient tends to ive
the impression that they are tiredof
having the states hold a whiphand
user them, and would be more Char.
pleased to seek shelter under the pro
tectie», of the government Senator
Rryden of New Jersey, the head man
in one of the largest insurance com-
panies in the world, is wiring gov-
ernment supervision of insurance.
wild be has the active support of lead
ins officials of other big companies.
Senator Morgan G. Bulkeley, of
Ceintivecticut, president of another
manwpoth insurance corporation,
was. an intent lireener in the house
dnring tOt debates before the vaca-
tion adlouniment, and he leaned very
strongly toward a mild form of goy
ernment supervisions
One reason why the big convene-
favor governmental control is that
would eqable them to adopt a bet
ter syetern of doing buaineid. Now
the intrigue states have conflicting
laws on insutance. One state will
adopt certain requirements of admis
eion to do business, and another state
adores an entirely different standard.
The result le embarrassment and con
fusiers.
It is a mistake to suppose that
the insurance conmaness are running
away from federal control. As a
general proposition, they would hail
it with satiefaction, believing that it
would bring relief and security.
"Scotty" Denies He Is Dead.
Los Angels. Dee. 26e-A letter' front)
Walter Scott, the 
-cowboy. who was
reported murdered in Death Valley
some days age), was received by a
friend in this city yesterday, stating
that Scott had been stint, but was not
seriously hurt.
It ja announced from New York
that the big eight-hour-day fight, be-
tween the printers and, their em-
PldYera _Who _are_membere of what it
known as the Typothetate is already
paltially on in that city hid on the
1st will be fitily inaugurated:
Italy has a new cabinet which was
gazetted :Sunday.
ribs weather permits, It they can findIn the most emphatic manner, the osa sunicient number of good working
days diving the winter, things wit
be ptehere along, and then activity re-
if pessibleohe line can be completed
aboid next !all.
Afeer iiihtling for the roadbed, the
ties mid 'ohm eall be laid, and finish-
ing the west going through the
tovntyti they virti *ea lay their tracks
on *into this city, and alto opposite
Cairt after which the depots and
terniblals will be constructed and the
line thrown open for operation.
Wkitesides and the' other pro-
moters fee! Ode jubiliat over the
stacceasful cerholnation of their pro-
motion which it a rest thing not
only for alio city andsthiro, butthe
intervening rural distrote as well, as
it opens additional sources for devel-
opment of the Jannis:Rh and en-
hances matters in every respect from
a coaninerciat standpoint.
Tbinae behind the project have had
many obstacles to overcome ag a
hitter fight was put up against them
born many sourcereit after putting
about 330,000 into, proj, ct, they
have finally gotten' it through to
socceta.
HEAVY LOSS BY FLAMES.
INTERURBAN- LINE HOLD UP A CAR
WCYRX OF GRADING ROADBED ROBBERY ATTEMPTED INCOMMENCES THIS 'PORN- TRUE WESTERN STYLEING. IN CHICAGO.
VOL 22, NO. 203
PRESIDENT GONE
Santo Domingo's Chief Skips
to Other Climes. -
Project Has Been Financed and Work ei -1-
....eneecter ore 1317.:3•1Will he Prosecuted as Long as Great bravery—rev, .re,„4 7::::;01 3 LIWeather Permits. Prisoners by the Police. PURSUIT OF
After several years hard work the Chicago, Dec. 26.—Holding up aproMoters of the interurban railway 
crowded Aabiand avenue electricfrom here to Cairo, ISinois, have at car at Thirty-sixth street last nightlast 'Succeeded in financing their proo 
six armed men fired a core of shotsect, as word from the big trust com-
pany of New York a day or two ago
studio that things had been already
through the windows and roof and
were 'engaged in robbing the paissen•
including several women andpremed for. the finances and that gets, 
. • children, when the trolley pole wa.work could start obon the line. This
removed from the wire by the con-being. hat the Paducalums have been doctor, and the bandits were leftwaiting for, Contractors John Libel
the Past few, days has been getting istruggling in the darkness.
After a battle in which the invad-' reat'y to start off the work id
ers were pitted against the men pas-the grade for the roadbed,
sengers and the car crew, and inand- nionneed- that be had his teams
which several persons were trampledand ge force of laborers ',ready to
upon in the frantic rush that, wassta o work this morning.
made for the exits, a wagon-load ofconemence just inside the,
policemen arrived, and five of thecity doits at the extreme end of
robber, were captured.North( Eighth street and work to-
'The prisoners gave the names ofware'ettairo until the winter weather
reccseitaie. ,,,;isperia „1 wilera.4 Edward Lenahan, Edward Higgins,
Cornelius Murphy, William Starr and
Michael ifoulilian. They were all
severely bruised and *retched.
Two men boarded else car at. Thir-
ty,siictli street. They leaped to the
front platform, and holding revol-
vers. at the head of the motorman,
James Callahan, they forted him to
stop the car. FOLIC accomplices then
got. on the rear platform, and while
one of them covered James Link,
the conductor, 'with his weapon,
three men entered the car.
"Everybody hold up your hands.
We want your money and will shoot
the first mass who tries to stop us,"
said the leader of elle band.
Evidently hoping to thoroughly
frighten their intended victims before
risking the wholesale robbery, the
trio fired repeatedly through the
windows and the roof. Several wo-
men fainted and children cried in
terror. When the uproar and con-
iirsion were at their height the con-
ductor striking away the arm of the
man who threatened 'hie life, puled
the trolley rope and the interior of
the car plunged io dark
• Callahan, the mototsnan, gait bat-
tle to the two men on the flr04 plat
form. He stsack one of the rob-
bers a blow ih the face, *wagering
him. He followed up his advontage
by Ming the enotroller ham* and
Woofing it down upon the lesdit's
hid. The injured man. fell to the
street, but arose and flesi. His :cm
panion went inns the car to Abe aid
of the three men who were engaged
in a hand-to-hap:I fight.
A .paosenger who escaped from the
car informed the police, who came
it' a patrol wagon, entered the car
and drove the 'libbers from it at the
point of their revolvers. The ban-
dits eacheaged ghots with the police
men, but were overpowered..
Damage Amounting to troo.000 Done
in Little Rock.
_
Ilitte Rock, Ark , tree. 26.—thic
the ghost disastrous fires in the his-
tory ef Little Rock visited this city
at an early hour this moaning. With
the exception of two simile builditose.
every builditio on the wed( bounded
by Second, Third, Low Siatia and
Center sweets was' shnitroyed. The
heaviest inset is Fredolitoesch. whose
four-itory carriage ottplository was
burned to the ground!, -aansing a loss
of abbot $sp.000.
The burned. distritioalho included
the livery. ,stablo pf c. Kraft. .the
old JeWishs ayitaigogitee• erchapts'
stable, site c r of
sinalitriC4 fitt. .otroupred. by
bloc 'the' ehope the entire loss
is estimated at abut ifoceacin
Gone For Campbell.
Deitterday at noon Drtective T. J
Monet left for Inctianapidis, Inds to
firing hack Prentice Campbell, col-
ored, who is charged with Gutting
Charles Baker, white, forestial of the
'city's cleaning department, last. July,
dnritnr n-figist-thty had iff Howland'
town regarding some cfficklios. they
residing chase to •each Other,? Camp-
escaped but 'was cattght at
Indianapolis bast - /week and'tnkclered
held.t. The •dietfttisre 'wilt yin • hack
• Ili. lean Friday
TICE IS DEAD
FUGITIVE.
Believed He Has Gone to Join a
Dismissed Governor, Who Is
Resisting the Government.
UNITED STATES WON'T
INTERFERE IN CHASE.
San Domingo, Santo Domingo,
Monday, De6. 25.—Following the
announcement today that the presi-
dent of the republic, Gen. Canoe F.
Morales, had left the capitol for an
unknown destination, troop, were
sent in pursuit of the chief magis-
'trate.
What tOok place aftsr t'hat cannot
be definitely determined, but it is
known that a fight took place about
:ten mites from 'here, and it is sup-
posed that -Gen. Pinientel, the rebel
conmsander, was attacked by govern-
ment troops.
Whereabouts Unknown.
The whereabouts of the fugitive
president is not known. It is gen-
erally supposed 'that he endeavored
to gain the coast and embark on
board o sloop with the object of
Teaohing Puerto Plata, on the north
coast of 'Santo Domingo, and therejoin Governor Perez, who -has been
dismissed by the government from
the post of governor of Puerto Pita
but erbo ref uses to nurrender hie of-
fice. On the other hand there are
those who believe that the president
is endeavoring to cross 9anto Do-
mingo by land and reach Monte
Christi, on the north coast and west
elf Puerto Plata, from which port it
I- not fa le sainr ti iso nt.
Uncle Interested. 
Juan F. Sanchez, the former for-
eign minist or of San to "Domingo,
with the American special
ra. Csimsnaader Albert Dil-
ns and former %flitter
F. D'awson, and Fredeoico Ve
quee minister of finance, an Jan
ary JO last signed the agreement be
tween the Ulaited States and Sant
Domingo iding f,)r the fiscal
protectorate of the United States
Over Santo Domingo
CONFESSED TO HAVING
KILLED HIMSELF TO SAVE
LYNCHING.
His Wife and Henry McCune, Col-
ored, Are Still in Jail Awaiting
Their Trials.
Yesterday nes-rote- between land 3
o'cri.ck John Tice. , 
-doxect, die* at
tti‘or,iiie 'pital, as result of the
e
w
iolind inn' 
t
 
'd upon Ins body the day
before d . the bombardment at
F4evetith et* litroadveay. 'Before he
breathed Is last Tice made the sen-
satkenal confession that he killed
himself prevent the crowd from get-
ting hold of hints Being told that
he was fate* 'wounded 'le was asked
for a confession, and made his state-
ments irk presence of Dr. Frank Boyd
and two of the nurse, at the insti-
tution.' s
Fie said that after he shot at
Officer Clark, Mr. Campbell Jarvis,
Albert Sesser, and the others, he
thought he was downed to be
lynched, and rather then die that way
started to blow out his brains, but
his unsteady hand refused to work the
revolver which -he then took In his
left 'hand. put the butt of the gun to
the neighborhood of his heart, and
fired, sending the builet through his
body. . He talked abont twenty min-
utes in making the death-bed state-
ment, us-bids was put down in long
hand by the doctor.
In' his dying statement Tice said
• he only fired dwelt times, lip until
Will Not Now Interfere.
Washington, Dec. a6.—Adviets re-
ceives/ by cable at the state and navy
depart nvent s from Santo Domino
indicate tha* a serious condition of
affairs exists there. The captain of
the Port of Puerto Plata lias been
nhot and killed during an insurrec-
tionary movement, and the governor
of that province has defied the gen-
eral government and barricaded the
town. The Dominican governmenthas issued a decree removing the gov
ernor. The state department hasdetermined that this, is an 'internal
difficulty and will not intervene atthis stage.
titre- the additional police arrived,but others say this to not true. He
also claimed he had drat* only alittle egg
-nog that morning and the
effects could pot be felt, but his wifehaa-elready stated that they had quitea quantity di the intoxicating bever-
age.
After Tice died hie body was taken
to the Pool & Nance widertakiag
establishment where Corner Charles
Crow held an inquest. On the con-
fession being ptodieed, the jury
quickly returned a verdict, saying
Tice came to his deith by his own
hands, therefore it was suicide. After
the\ inquest the remains were turned
over to Andy Watkins, the colored
undertaker of South Seventh street,
and are now being prepared for
'Serial, It is probable they will be
interred today.
The dead man's -wife is still in jail s
and will be, given a trial today for
the part %be took in the sensational
affair, by resisting the offieers. trenry,.
MieCtine, the negro- who rernaoYo
Ouriog the bombardment, "Let's Rib
alb the white people" is in jail, and
will he tried today. on the charge of
incitlog a riot. When he unforten-
ately made his remark he lost several
teeth from a smash in the mouth by
the biffy, of Patrolman Will Johnson.
who let him have one with the dab
Officer Clark is resting well a1/id not
fatally initired, although the stoisede
are quite serious. Ile is ime of the
most popular man on the force and
everybody inquire* !lowly of the
neWspaper offices a1)01.14. hie condition.
. 
• 
-
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IN SOCAIETY
MISS HOLLAND ENTERTAINS
THE ENTRE NOUS AND
OTHERS.
Delightful German Given by theCotillion Club Last Evening at
the Palmer.
Tomorrow afternoon Miss NellHolland, of South Sixth street, will
entertain the Entre Nous club and
other friends.
Delightful Affairs
At many places over the cityChristmas 'evening and last nightparties, Xmas trees and other forms
of entertainment were given and agreat time enjoyed by everybody.
German Club.1
This evening the German club ofthe Washington school building willbe entertained by Miss Edna Rooks,
at 'her home on Fifth and Clark
• streets.
Afternoon at Cards.
Tomorrow afternoon Mrs. OscarKahn will entertain at cards at theStandard club rooms on Broadway.
Magazine Club.
Tomorrow evening Mr. and Mrs.J Campbell Flournoy, of West Jef-ftrson street, will entertain the Mag-azine club at their home. It will be
a musical program and social even-ing, she literary features being dis-pensed with, no reports from periodicals being made.
Matinee Musicale.
The Matinee Musicale club willhold its semi-monthly gathering thisafternoon in their rooms at theSixth and Broadway building of theOrder of Eagles.
Cresendo Club.The Crescendo club will be enter-tained tomorrow afternoon by Mrs.'Charles Simms at her apartments inthe Empire flat* on Broadway nearSever" street.
Attend Wedding.
Yesterday morning at i:ao o'clockMr. Samuel Levy left for Owens-boro to attend tomorrow the mar-riage of his sister, Miss Rose E.Levy, of that city, to Mr. BernardSeigle, of New Orleans. •
For Little Folks.
Tomorrow afternoon Miss Edna,the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Wm.Clark, will entertain her friends ather home on Fifth and Harrisonstreets.
Cotillion Club.
Th4 otillion club last night gaveits istmas dance at the Palmer,
was quite a swell affair, at-by an unusually large crowdd people.
Delightful Affair.
Mr. and Mrs. William Gilbert, ofWest Jefferson( strielt. kept "openbow" Christmas afternoon and eve-ning, and their residence was thronged with ;meets at all hourc payingtheir respects.
Ball Masque Next MonthMr. and Mrs. William Hughes.of West Jefferson street, are preparing no issue invitations for a ballmasque to be given the evening ofJanuary 5th, at the Palmer. It willhe the opening affair by membersof the As You Like It club, and inaddition to being complimentary tothat body, of which the hol and
'hostess are members, it will also befor Miss Saline Smith, who arrivesnext Sunday from Princeton to visit
'Nits. Hughes, and of MesdamesRobert Garrett and James William's,who get here January 4th to be vis-itors at that household. .
The soo Club.
The soo club was entertained de-lightfully yesterday afternoon byMrs. J. Campbell Flournoy., of WestJefferson street.
BENTON NUPTIALS
MISS VELETA JOHNSON AND
WILLIAM ELEY ARE
MARRIED
Miss Bertie Barnes and Mr. Ray
Maddox Eloped to Paris and
Are Wedded.
Sunday night at Benton Miss Ve-leta Johnson and Mr. William Ekywere married at the resisknce of thebride's parents in the presence ofquite a number of young people.The bride iv the pretty and es-teemed daugtter of Mr. J. M. Johnson, the jailer of Marghall county,and has many friends in this city,while the groom is the son of Mr.Peter Eley and is engaged in thelivery business.
The couple tried to get marriedseveral months ago and eloped toParis, Tenn., for that purpose, butAbe parents thwarted their object,
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Busy People
who use up much Brain and Nerve Force andPhysical strength receive the most benefit in
pot EU 5 E R—Ri
AI/
TRADE MARK.
The food in liquid form.
This splendid food-drink supplies them withthe elements that refresh and strengthen.
The ideal aid to digestion—non-intoxicat-ing—delicious to the taste.
Sold by all druggists and grocers.
Prepared by
Anheuser-Busch Brewing Ass'n
St. Louis. U. S. A.
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telegraphing to that Gretna Green.
where the matrimonially inclined
couple were overtaken and their
marriage stopped. Parental objec-tion has now stepped aside and they
were united before many friends.
Eloped to Paris.
Sunday Miss Bertie Darne.•.: andMr. Roy Maddox, of Benton, eloped
to Paris, Tenn., and were married.They were out' taking a drive theSabbath afternoon and speeding toGlafle, there caught the train forParis. After their marriage they returned fhome.
The br;de is the dainty and attrac-tive daughter of Mr. Thomas HBarnes, while the groom is the son
of the well known Benton black
smith.
They returned Monday from theneighboring city where the cere-mony was performed.
Cooley-Winter.
At 5 o'clock the afternoon of Jannary loth the m.nrriage occurs atthe First' Christian church in May-field for Miss Minerva Cooky, ofthat city, and Mr. Gabriel JordanWinter, of Navasota, Teens.Mrs. Alfred Streit will be matronof honor, Miss Irene Stout, of Cum-berland City, Teen., maid of honor,while ehe bridesmaids will be MissesJennie Wire, of Mayfield, Orleanfilrandon, of Nashville, Tenn., Eliza-beth Dallam, of St. Louis, TeddisKey and Bernice Frost, -of MayfieldThe best man will be Mir. ,FrancisJ. Winter, brother of the groom,from Austis, Texas, while thegroomsmen are Messrs. Bunk Gard-ner, Herman Boswell, Henry S.Hale, W. H. Albritton, John D.Davis, of dayfteld, and I4enton J.Davis, of St. Louis. The ushevs arcC. M. Parkhill, W. E. Norman,W. F. Ward, of Mayfield, and RoyW. McKioney, of Paducah.
TREE BURNED
LIGHTED CANDLE TURNEDOVER AT THE DUMAINE
HOMESTEAD.
Santa Claus Carne Near Being
.Burned Up From the Flame thatDestroyed Tree.
Sunday night the Christmtas treefestival at the residence of Mr. AlbertDumaine, of Munroe betweenTwelfth and Thirteenth streets, camenear being converted l'aa a seriousfire, as the tree horned tip. SantaClaus narrowly missed going up insmoke, and things were quite excitingfor the time being.
Mr. Dumaine and others bad ar-ranged for a Christmas tree at hishome, where M'e. William Robertson,the plumber and pipe fitter, officiatedas Chris Kringle. The tree had beenset up in the middle of the room,lighted candies put around every-where on the limbs, while the stacksof presents were piled up beneath onthe floor.
Santa Claus had just entered thefront door in making his visit to thathome, when suddenly one of the littlecandles over on the tree toppled overand ignited the fancy trimmings onthe boughs. Like a powder flash thetree was enveloped in flames thatshot clear to the ceiling.
One of the men grabbed a sheetto sax:other out the blaze, hut thiscaught fire also, and ignited the whitegarments worn by Mr. Robertson,but everything waa quickly extingu-ished and the fire finalby gotten outwithout any harm being done, furtherthan destruction of the tree, smoking
up the room, and ruining of the sheet.
Jewelry thieves made a $4,000 haulfr"om the window of a store in Fifthavenue, -Neer York. _
Marceline Thomas, convicted ofmurder, was given a death sentence lives lost, variously estimated atat Houston Tex
• from too to 500.
THE KENTUCKY
TELEPHONE 54.
MATINEE AND NIGHT;
Saturday, Dec. 30,
Jules Murry Presents
A. 1LMORE
And a Big Company in
TAIN
Comedy romance with mineic—Gor-geous Costumes—and a carload ofscenery, furniture, properties and
electrical effects
THE GREATEST SWORD FIGHTEver produced on the stage.Prices: Matinee: First 1 2 rows oforchestra Si oo; balance of orchestra75c Balcony 5oc Children 2 5Canywhere
Night prices: 25, 50, 7s, Sr coo and$1 50
Sale of seats Friday at g a. in
THE KENTUCKY
TELEPHONE se&
MATINEE and NIGHT
Isidore Witmark's
Tuneful Musical Comedy.
THE
CHAPERONS
50—Interpreted by a company of 5oNew and Elaborate Production
Captivating Chorus of StunningShow Girls Gorgeously
Gowned
See and hear the latest New York
Lauglereg Success
"The Whole Damm Family"
Prices: Matinee; first la rows of
orchestra Si, balance 75c All ofbalcony soc. Children 25c anywhere.
Night prices: 25, 35, so, 75, $11.00and $1 so
Seats on. sale Saturday at 9 a. m.
FATAL SHOOTING AFFRAY
Deputy Sheriff and Two Prominent
Men KiUed in Leslie County.
London, Ky , Dec. a6 —The newsreached here late last night of thskilling of a deputy !sheriff and twoother prominent men in Leelie coonty yesterday. At Big Fork, twentymiles from ITyden, a large crowd ofmen congregated at an old-time tur-key shooting match. A dispete ores-the match' soon brought on a gen-eral battle. John Duff and JakeWilton shot and killed Joe Wilson.During a general battle which followed Alexander Little shot and killedMack Roberts. a deputy sheriff.Sheriff G. W. Morgan was present,and with the aid of citizens put Duffand Jake Wilson under arrest'.During the excitement Alex Littleescaped and is being hunted by theofficers.
The third killing occurred Sundaynight at Goose Creek, ten milesabove Ifyilen. Jim Creech and Bil-ly Vanover became involved in, adifficulty over the ownership of abanjo and Vanover shot Creech todeath.
COMMISSIONER'S SALE
In pursuanoe of a judgment ofMeCtacloen Circuit Court, renderedat its October terra, iclos, in the ac-tion of Emma Owen, etc., plaintiff,against Mattie Doptson, defendant,I will, on Monday, Janualy 1, 1906(about the hour of to o'clock a. m.),19°6 (being Circuit Court 'day), atthe Court House door in Paducah,Kentucky, sell to the highest bidder.
on a credit of six months, the follow-ing described property, viz:
A certain lot or parcel of ground,lying and being in the city of Padu-
cah, McCracken county, Kentucky,and beginning at a point on Seventhstreet (formerly Poplar street) fort..'feet from an alley; thence. north
with Seventh street and towards liarris street, a distance of forty fest:thence west and towards Seventh
street across lots Nos. 190, 191 and
192, a distance of ODO hundred andtwenty (tao) feet; thence at rightangles south forty feet towards an
alley and towards Campbell street;thence at rifest angles east a dist-ance of one hundred and twenty(t2o) feet to the beginning on Sev-
enth street. Said property beingsituated on she west s'ide of Seventhstreet, between Campbell and Har-
ris streets, in addition "F" to thecity of Paducah, Kentucky, and be-ing parts of 'ots Nos. too, tot andKat in block "L" See de.d book
"28," page 156. McCracions CountyCourt Clerk's office, to satisfy :aidjudgment, 'interest and cost.'
The purchaser will be required togive bond with approved security,bearing interest at 6 per cent fromday of sale, having force of replevinbond, on shieth execution may issnewhen due.
This iftth day of' December. 1905.
CECIL REED, Master Corn.E H. PURYEAR, Attorney
FIRE DESTROYS FIVF.
*THOUSAND HOUSES.Victoria, B. C., Dec. a6.---Maiadvices from Shanghai tell of a greatfire At Hankow, known as the Chica-go of China, in which 5,000 houseswere destrcrysed, a large number of
•
COMMISSIONER'S SALE.
Specia Sale
On Wall Paper.
THE GREATEST BARGAINS IN WALL PAPER THAT HA.I:VTR BEEN OFFERED TO THE VUBLIC. YOU CAN PAPEk•A ROOM, SIDE WALL, CEILING AND BORDLR TO MATC.tt,FOR THE SPALL SU:d OF ONLY 65 CENTS. NICE PLAIN F.stAL DESIGNS THAT OTHERS ARZ SELLING AT 6 CENTSROLL, WE WILL bELL YOU AT ONLY *ic PER SINGLE ROLLOR 3 CENTS PER DOUBLE ROLL, ALL NEW AND BEAUTIFUL.DESIGNS. ALSO NICE HANDSOME DESIGNS AT sc, toe, 15e, loci-AND UP TO $3.00 PER SINGLE ROLL, ALL KINDS, ALL PRICED.TO SULT THE PEOPLE. NEW PA NELL FFFECT, INGRAINSDESIGNS IN CORNICE AND—EVERY CONSIEVe.ABLAOR AND LOVELY AFFRINGSD BORDERS TO MATCH. ALL.COLORS IN BURLAPS.. .ALSO HANDSOME WOOD EFFECTS 114)JAPAINIBBE FIBRE, ALL COLORS. THE VERY LATEST DI—'SHINS IN ALL NEW PAPERS. WE ALSO CARRY A FULL LINEOF READINGS, ROOM MOULDING, PICTURE FRAMES, WIN-DOW SHADES, CANVAS, TACKS.AND BUILDING All DROOPING.'PAPERS. zAr.L AND SEE OUR NICE LINE OF SAMPLES ANDBE CONVINCED THAT WE WILL 'MEAT YOU RIGHT AND(sIVX YOU THE /MT VALUES FOR THE MONEY.
In pennant* of a judgment ofMcCracken Circuit Court, renderedat its October teem, loos, in the ac-,tion of Verlie Gardner, etc., peti-tioners ex parte, I will, on Monday,January 1, 1906 (about the hour ofto o'clock a rn.), 1906 (being CirnitCourt day), at the Court House doorin Paducah, Kentucky, sell to thehighest bidder, on a credit of sixmonths, the following deseribedproperty, viz:
Lot No. I, of the subliviaion oflot Nos. t and 2 of the lanct•of Mrs.V. A. Grace, deceased, as shown by ,„•fr MECHANICS
. C. LEE
Corner 3rd & Kentucky Ave.;
Undertakers and Embalmers,
30 SOUT HTHIRD ST, PADUCAH. K).
MAIIIL, [MO & CO.
L. L. BEBOUT
General Insurance Agency
We Write Anything in Insurance0116c41106 Broadway.
 Phoftes.-Office 3e 1696
6
For you to begin laying up something for
rainy days and the infirmities of old age.
Make regular deposits in this bank whereyour money will be at work for you at compound in-terest and grow into a sum that will surprise you.
plat recorded in Order boola No. 8.page 634, in the office of the Clerkof MeCracloen Cinestit Court, date',March web, 188o, and is boundedand dentribiod as follows:
"Beginning at a point on the northside of Court street (now Kentuckyavenue) if extended, where it inter-sects the old city boundary line, asis showa in the aforesaid plat; thencealong the north line of Court street,if extended, in a westerly direction,117 feet 6 irsohes; thence at rightangles and in a southerly direction,about 35 feet to the said Courtstreet, if extended; thence at rightangles and in a westerly direction,136 feet to the line of lot No. 3 ofthe old Garrett tract; thence at rightangles, and in a southerly directionand with the line of lot No. 3, 199feet to the line of lot No. 2, as'shown in the aforesaid plat; themein a northeasterly direction andwith the line dividing iota Nos.and 2, as shown in raid plat. 274feet 6 inches to the old city bound-ary line; thence with said old cityboundary line to the beginning."The purchaser will he required tdgive bond with approved security,bearing interest at 6 per cent fromday of sale,Ihaving force of replevinbond, on wfhicth execution may issuewhen due.
This t6th day of December, t9o5.CECIL REED, Master Corn.Henrdick, Miller & Marble, At-torneys.
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EDGAR t*W. WHITTEMORE,
REAL ESTATE AGENCY
MIOUC.AH REAL TA '1. WESTERN RENTUCXY FARM. WIaioerrmAr PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. IFirtERNICENTOCICYREALAETATE JOURNAL AND PRES urrPRMI TO EVERYBODY. StelD POR It.
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AT THE KENTUCKY
Paul Gilmene in Superb Romantic
Comedy,
,Paul Gilinore in romantic ccieietly
again is the pleasing announcement
.the management of the •' Kentucky
theatre. This favorite young actor
‘vill appear there on. Saturday.
Matinee and night in "Captain De-1
bonnaire," a new four aca play which
thas been spoken of in tn.e most glow-
'sling terms in the cities where it has
been presented. Deliglitfut as is Mr.
(inure in drawing rpomplays such
as his great successes, "The Mummy
•end the }fuming Bird" and "The
- Tyranny of Tears," it. wiq. be a pleas-
ure to see him in the 'part of a swash-
buckler again. It 'was in the roCe of
the redoubtable D'Artsegrinan in "The
Three Mlusketeers," and of the dash-
, 
n
o. 4c Buralt in ""...jnolze the Red• 
Robe" , hat he firmly fixed his place
on the !iinerican stage. Louis he De-
bonne* is just such another cavalier
as nerd the famous Alexander Dumas
and Stenley J. Weyinan heroes, and
the istekoundings in which he is now
placed.!outlive in excitement and
roman* those ip nvhich these latter
won thtir spus. Anti what lends the
play "piteuliar charm is that the at-
mospheire and color are of already
America. The first and last acts
show Quebec during the Stench oc-
cupation, wit'le tini second and third
are laid in Nev.- 'York 'when' the
netrop6lis was in the hands of the
Dutch. Such ei a and locale natufalky
suggest hands° me cost urnen and elab-
orates enery, both of which have
been - plied to "Captain Debon-
naire : In plenty by. Manager Jules
?slurry. ! The aunductiun is the .nanet
sumntitous rind the cast the largest
and most capable :with which Me
Gilmore evor has been surrounded .
**The Chaperons."
An eleaorate new production, with
new scenery and new costumes, has
been g iv cti Isidore Witmark's
. ciersedy4ipera success, "The; Chip-
erons." which will be seen at the
Kentuc'ey on New Year's. matinee
and night. The company is said to
surpass in most respects many in the
'elle_tra played the audience out after mk
the final curtain. Since then the song
was played at the Yale 'di-Centennial
by a band of fifty picots, and it has
been accorded a prominent place
among the more pouplar of - their
regular catilege Glees. Two other
effective numbers in the first act are
"When I Sang 'Sly Low NC" " and
"In My Official Capacity." "My
San len" a coon song, in the seconli
act ts lonliaps the most popular song
in ;the piece. The other songs that
have attained the most popularity are
"ilia Winked at Me," "Talk, Talk,
Talk," "Billy's, Very 'Good to Me,''
"Love in a Palace is Better," "The
Little Maid who Couldn't Say 'No,'
"A Most Accommodating Chaperon,"
"Just a Gentle Touch," and -It Seems
Like Yesterday."
"The Woman in the Case."
The play with the best title any, of
the dramatists have made use of in
many years, natality "The Woman in
the Case-
 
will tic seen at the F:42-
1' 
tucky on Thursday evening, of next
week, with the charming actrees,
Margaret Bennett, at the head of the
cast. A better name for a .ascietY'
1 drama coubd hardly be imaginid. Itwould fit an indefinite variety of plsysfor the prime factor in any dramatic
problem is invariably a woman. This
is the latest of the Clyde Fitch piays,
and was voted by the public and
critics of New York' as being the best
of the ato fly popular successes con-
tributed by this autbar. It is laid in
New York and its action is supposed
to be of the present`tirne. There are
four scenes, two nf them representing
eumptatitis *ateliers reflecting the
luxurious homes of New York's aoo.
Another repesents an apartment of
questionable repute in the uptown
tenderloin, and the other' is a faithful
reproduction of the fititors' room in
the famous Tombs prison. Managers
WisgerthalP•kand Kemper will carry
the conitprefe production on tour just
as it was seen for four months at the
Herald Square theatre. New York
city.
Miss Ma* Stebbins, with "THE
CHAPERONS," at The Ken-
tucky New Years Day, Mat-
inee and Night
*ading organization!. of the country
.and includes such well known anddeservedly popular artists as: Edyth
Valmesada, Ruth Lloyd, Doris Good-
win, Harry Ladelli, John Price.
George Lydecker, Frank Wbuley, W.
V. Stume and a large onnel., excep-
tionally well-edited chdhis.ef pretty
end shapely young' women.
lively operatic
-comedy has 'had four
highly successful season*tfie present
one being the mostosuccessful from a
financial iievilptiint than any. It con-
tains those mysterious qualities of
longevity -which have made "Er-
toinie," Mikado" and a few others the
delight Of two generations of play-
goers. It has enjoyed an all-season's
run in New York and has been payed
in all the large cities of the country.
The story of "The Chaperons' is
gimp's an eidsodte-a search for the
minting eta; ofot well, into which na
lost fur ieali is for a time, inextrica-
•
bly mixed up.. On this idea the char-
acters are developed and manipulated,
the comic sitnetions -are numerous
and effective, and lauiliter il almost
contintieus front the leeinnieg to the
end of the performance Tin ei
abounds in .attnittive aw; 4,riwnoi
musical intrishori and there are no
than t .venty-two vocal composition;
that have already gained. wide popu-
larity. One of the best and - most,
OLD PADUCAHAN
1
MAJOR PAS"SMORE ONCE RE-
SIDED HERE AND WON
$60.000.
His Family Made Remarkable Trip
of boo Milks in a Very Short
Space of Time.
e-Re
III1M
SECOND YEAR IN BUSINESS IN
PADUCAH
We offer special values in
Solid Gold Watches.
Solid Gold Chains.
Solid Gold Rings
Solid Gold link Cuff Buttons.
Solid Gold Brooch Pins, Diamond
set.
Solid Gold Lockets
Solid Gold Crosses and Neck
Chains
Sterling Silver Spoons
Sterling Silver Toilet Sets.
Sterling Silver Novelties.
Finest *se of Cut Glass.
Steeling Silver Bon Bon Dishes.
Solid Gold Spectacles and Eye
Glasses, properly fitted.
3 A KONETZKA, Optician.
21 years' experience. 317 B'way.
Paducah, Ky,
A large lint cf Eagle emblems in
stock.
Many older Paducahans well re-
member Major W. N. Pasentore, who
live& here dining the sear and was a
well -known artist. was quite a
talented man, and always took head-
ing parts in the amateur theatricals
given here at the old St. Clair Heli,
which was then the leading opera
house, and was located on
South Second street near Broad-
way. While here he drew $5o,000 in
the Havana lottery and shortly after-
wards left for different parts of the
country, He is now a wealthy man,
advanced in life, and the following
clipping from last Saturday's Mlem-
Osis. Tenn., paper "Will be of interest
to friends here:
"Ws. W. H. Passenore and daugh-
ters, Misses Madge and Gladys, ar-
rived in Memphis a few days ago
from South -Haven, Mich., havinng
driven the entire distance. Moo
in a carnage, making the rather re -
market)* time of Batten days.
"The ladies adopted this mode of
travel as a novel outing. They were
not accompanied by any male cone-
panion, and traveled the entire dis-
tance without an unpleasant incident.
They traveled only during days, rest-
ing at convenient points at night, and
not attempting to traveb when the
roads were particularly bad. They
were provided with rasps of the coun-
y through which they passed. and
found no difficulty in keeping the
beaten highways.
"Their route was from 'Shutt
Haven to Dewarjack, Mich.; thence
to South Bend, Ind.; thence Us in
dianspolis, and thence to Louisvil!c.
Ky. From Lonisvikle they dir,,ve
through to. the Mismirruth cas•
hence by the way of I.c
banon and Gallatin to Nashvill,
From Nashville to Memphis they
found the roads in good ,ccindition,
and came by easy stages 10 this city.'
"Their future home will be in
Memphis, Maj. .rassmore having re-
cently pittehased the old Donovan
place of five acres, near the Ann..,
Uale sabdivision, where he has
stalled his family.
1""g5 in th' piece is "We're five cases of scarlet fever now in th,?VI Good a Glee song 
, city, Intl that__cac.h_ of these_ ailing -'adapted for male -mire that ie- nriv4.4--, parties were getting well,. all beingbeing sung in almost every college children.
41 Dote in the conntry. This song in Aitogether there has been forty-twoxlirbitb the neelkent baritone. George in nadvca,h 
:mince the intol
rriam-imr-
m-o-arr
ci-c•
ONLY FIVE CASES.
Forty-Two Cases of Scarlet Fever
Since the Epidemic Broke Out. !
tytiecicer, as. ills best ophrtunity,
first etttacted, attention the opening
iliete) -of the foilefre yea t at - New
Vale hors occupied
-indite orchestra floor of the Hy-
theatre, during the two per-
f "T'hie Chaperons" in
It made such te bit with
the. &lite Tr iren tiro tbcv ;i1
City 'Health Officer W. T. Gray--
yesterday stated, that there were mil
WE HAVE SOME CHOICE
SELECTIONS OF PIANOS
LEFT NOTWITHSTANDING
OUR PHENOMINAL XMAS
TRADE
WE OFFER SPECIAL IL-
DUCE111118ITS IN PRICES
AND PAYIKENTS ON THESE
PIANOS DURING THIS
WEEK IN ORDER TO MAKE
ROOM FOR A CAR OF NEW
ONES. THESE HAVE NOT
BEEN OUT, ONLY BEEN IN
STOCK FOR A SHORT TIME.
ALL FULLY GUARANTEED.
THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE
PIANO STORE IN TOWN
W. T. MILLER & BROTHER
520 Broadway.
epiderriic broke out some weeks ajo.hut fortunately none of the casthave proven fatal.
The general health of the city
Relines to be :unusually good right at Ipresent, with exception of some severe,
colds and lagrippe. The :-.0hysituinot
complain that htteineee in their 'Mee
pretty (101, hciog distressingly
441
Ali- 4r-.
"--y-./1•04.‘ -e—
If You Have
Foot Troubles
You should throw away those old
style rubbers. Any doctor will tell
you they cause most of the trouble
He will tell you to get a ;air of
FOR MEN AND WOMEN
because they keep the feet cool—
never chafe or "draw' —are lighter
and more comfortable, while they
protect
Come in and see how they look on
your shoes—they will fit any shape
shoe.
Nge have a full line of any kind of
rubbers you could want, from a toe
tip to a buckle Arctic
We have a good assortment of
rubber, and felt boots; also damp
proof shoes and high cut boots Call
esrly r e zet your correct sire
4U. RCuA H9 tO
Sellers of Shoes and Satisfaction.
32! Broadway.
ANNOUNCLMMIS
thicois tentral It R.
The Illinois Centred maintains dou-
ble daily service, and operates the
best of trains, with Dining Cars, But-
let-Library Can, Chair Cars and
914eping Cars, from Chicago, St.
Louis, Cincinnati and Louisville
south to Ncw °cleans. The best
read for reaching Mt Winter Tour-
ist resorts of the South, itteludIng
New Orleans, Vickabia-g,
Gulfport, Miss., Hammond, La.
Mardi Gras at New Orleans Feb.
27, 'ob. Gulfport is a Mexican gulf
coast resort having the new, fine
"Great Southern" Hotel. Regular
ocean steamship sailings from New
Orleans for Mexico, Central Ameri-
ca, Panama, West Indies and Europe
Send or call for descriptive matter
in regard to the above.
Havana Via New Orleans.
Havana, Cuba, is best reached via
the Illinois Central through serviceto New Orleans and the new oceaa
liner, twin-screw, nineteen knot
8. S. Prince Arthur
leaving New Orleans every Wednes-
day at 4:oo p. m. end arriving at
Havana at sunrise Friday morning.
Hot Springs, Ark., Florida.
Daily Sleeping Car without change
Chicago 'to Hot Springs, with con-
nections at Memphis from Cincinnati
and Louisville.
Through. "Dixie Flyer" Sleeping
Car Line St. Louis to Jacksonville
via Nashville, Chattanoqga and At-
lanta.
Mexico, California.
Special Tours, of Mexico and Cali-
fornia via the Illinois Central and
New Orleans under the auspices of
Raymond & Whitcomb, will leave
Chicago Fridays, Feb. 2nd and Feb23rd, for Mexico and California, thelast to include a stop-over at New
Orleans for the Mardi Gras. Entire
trips made in special private vesti-bule trains of finest Pullman's, withdieing car service. Fascinating trips
complete 'in every detail.
Illinois Central Weekly Excur-
sions to California, Excurticm ears
through) to Los Angeles .and San
Fransieco as follows: Via New Or
keins and the Southern Routes ev-
ery Friday from (Nears; every Tue
day from Cincinnati and Lnuievill
via Omaha and the Scenic Route ev
try Wednesday from Chicago.
Full Particulars concerning all o
the above can he had of agents ol
the Illinois Central arid coon•Sctin
line% or by addresmng either of th
undersigned.
Jos. Biggs, D. P. A., Cincinnati.
F. W. Haelenv, D. P-_A LOMA
John A. Scott, A. G. P. A., Me
Phin•
A. H. HANSON, P. T. M.,
Chicago.
S. G. HATCH, G. P. A., '
Chicago.
Holiday Opening!
SEE OUR LINE OF XMAS
GOODS WHICH WILL BE ON
DISPLAY AFTER THE 15TH.
THE BEST VALUE FOR THE
MONEY IN THE CITY AT
PRICES FROM 25c TO $as oo.
ALVEY & LIST,
DUBOIS, KOLB & CO.'S OLD
STAND.
Most
Fragrant
Perfumes
Both American and Foreign—
assortments which include the
newest and daintiest perfumes
as well -as the old favorite
odors Prices always reason-
able—None excessive
J. fl. Oehlschlaeger,
DRUGGIST
SIXTH AND BROADWAY
TELEPHONE 63.
 
 The Spanish anarchist, who, Stday night, attempted to stab Card
nal Salvator y Ga52anmy Pages
bishoPsof ,Urteel. Aube sa., leavi
the cathedral, Monday ennerniete
sincide by taking prvi.on after hcourt. si &ea
R. T. LIGHTFOOT,
LAWYbR—
in all
Paducah
Steam Dye Works
If you want y. sr ciothes cleaned,
dyed or repaired, take them to K. C.
Ross 329 South Third Street. I have
the nicest line cf samples for tintsin the city. Suits mide to order.
Vegetated
Caloniel
NEVER
VATES.
GRIPES
ALL DRUGGIST
NOR SALI-
zoc.
He 
_T 4, Ica a "Tver)1r'Zyi
OFFICE t2o NORTH
TELEPHONES
Residence egg
_________
Is D.
FIFTH
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OFFICES: Benton.
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Ky.,
Paducah,
Old
H. T. Hessig. M. D.
Residence.
Eighth and Jackson Streets.
Telephone 270.
A. S. DA1311-EY,
—DENTIST—
Truehart
:
Bac:frig
DR. ROBT. J.
i 120 NORTH FIFTH
- 
Both Phones
Office hours 8 to so
p. M. and 7 to 9 p. in.
_......
3
RIVERS
STREET
355
a. in., z to
ALBEN W. BARKLEY,
Attorney-at-Law,
Room No. 3, Columbia Building.
Dr. Sidney Smith
DENTIST.
Office over Globe Bank and That
Co., 3o6 Broadway.
- -
DR.
_
BROOKHILL
'TELEPHONE
R. F.
BUILDING.
HEARNF
NO. 444.
Office phone 35x, Residence phone eys
Vernon Blythe
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON.
Rooms 2p4-6 Fraternity Building.
.-
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EXCURSION
.ita-St. Louis and Tennessee RivenPet company—the cheapest and best
excursion out of Paducah.
$8.00 for the Round
Trip to lennessee river
and return.
It is a trip of pleasure, comforiand rest; good service, g table,good rooms, etc. Boats ,e eachWednesday and Saturday 5 p. ntFor other information apply to Jae,Koger, superintendent; Frank L.Brown, agent.
NOTICE!
Highest price paid for second-hand
btoVes ca2c.:
FUrtr?ittirte.
Buy anything and sell everything.szh-aao Court street Old phone 1316.
Clem Fransioli.
Moving wagon in connection.
."'"'n-
eleseemmen
ifTm/mfmiefl
J. K. HENDRICK, J. G. MILLERS
WM. MARBLE.
Hendrick, Miller
and Marble.
LAWY E RS
Rooms z, and 3 Register Build-
ing, sag 1-2 Broadway.
Practice in all the courts ef the
tente. Both phones 31.
Lemon Chill Tonic
IS A GENERAL TONIC.
A CERTAIN CHILL CURE.
A PURE BLOOD REMEDY.
WILL CURE NERVOUS TROU-
BLES AND WILL RESTORE THE
WEAK AND SICKLY ▪ • PER.
FECT HEALTH.
FOR SALE AT ALL D
STORES.
PURYEAR,
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW,
Rooms 5 and 6 Register Building,
523 1-2 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
New Phone ago.
SPECIALTIES:
Abstracting of Titles,
Insurance, Corporation and
Real Fr-state Law.
Dr. B. B. Griffith
phones aso at residenc. Office hours
7 to g a. in.; x to 3 p. m.. 7 to g p.
• TRUEHEART BUILDING.
Both phone an at the office, both
7. B. harrison,
CITY ATTORNEY
Attorney-at-Law.
Rome 13 and 14 Columbia Building
Old Phone 109.
DR. W. C. EUBANKS.
(Homeopathist.)
Office, 306 Broadway—Phone zeta
Residence, 81g Broadway.
Phone 149
J. C. Flournoy Cecil Reed 1
FLOURNOY & REEI)
W Y E
Rooms To, it and is, Columbia Bldg.
PADUCAH, KY.
_
Dr. B. T. Flail
Office with Drs. Rivers & Rivers, zao
Nort hFifth, Both Phone 355.
Residence zoo Clay, Old Phone ifigs
ti 0. D. SchmidtArchitect and Superintendent
e401 Fraternity Building. 
1" Old Phone 498 Red; New Phone 3.1
. A. 
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The Registit .rtoday makes the
pleasing announcement that-the work
of grading the interurban- 'railway
from this place to Cairo is to-"begin
this morning. The building of this
electric Mine is all enterprise ormtich
more importance than some may
think and there will be much satis-
.faction' When it has had sway long
enough to prove this fact. One of
the best sections of this end of die
stole is to be traversed and more
. directly opened to the outside world
as the place for homes fad farms.
The coming frade and 'developing
factor of this country is largely in-
terurban railways and Paducah will
grow as they multiply and grow
quicker as the rapidity of their con-
..*-atinction occurs. Recognizing these
*acts The Register again says, its is
-pleased to announce the beginning
of work on this the initial interurban
line in SoufhweAern Kentucky, and
'hish the most desirable weather
for its rap • construction and its pro
jectOre the means for its expend-
it which they will have need.
iditiha comes to the front with
-nhaPs the most notable instance or
.se of pensioh refusal on record
it Seems that one William H. El-/
liott,.wisose residence is not named,
was granted a pension, which with
back pay amounts to $16.soo, but—
and here is the unusual part—he re-
t7 accept the sum. It is stat-
ed that Elliott's reason for this re-
fusal, frankly given, is that while in
the ervisse be never 'heard a shot
fired in bale and never engaged
ev:n in a skirmish. It is not ex-
plained how a pension, was allowed
him, but possibly by some very
ithrowd and energetic pension- agent
succeeded in beguiling him into a
partial consent or by adroit working
of the wires got the pension allowed
with the. hope of securing a good
pail of it for his officioas. interest.
It is generally accepted that a hen
the question of control of the life
insurance gompanics is taken tip by
congress that the question of slate's
righ's wj,l cot a figure in the dis-
cussiororand that, like the. Norwoe
doctrine, it will so a.ssert itself that
the proposed control of the insorance
companies will be left to the states.
Ii flea proves the outcome of the dis
eussion anticipated it will be well
that congress takes up the matser,
for too long the question of state's
rights has 'been resting dormant, al-
most forgotten in the efforts at cen-
tralization through congress' assump-tion of piswer. Truly it is. an ill
wind which blows no one good and\ out of thiry'lascality of the insurance
`sarismanagtall good, wilr come to the
prispk though it scattne through ef-fort; made to beirediasd enb..thsm.
_••• 
Some douiding and
has asked, "Will the
curions quizzes
coming man
marry?” Fie Will come very near
doing sir if the "coming woman" is
wiling. If not, then. what of the
coming woplan ant:4;lhe coming man?
The sultan of Morocco refuses t
agree to the braiding of sled interna-tional conferense pf Moroccan te-
rn* at Madrid irestead of at Al-
./ ciras.
THE TEMPLARS
NOMINATED MAJOR . ASH-
CRAFT AS MEMBER OF
DIRECTORATE.
Programme Outlined For the East-
ern Star Entertainment Next
Saturday Night.
Last evening at the meeting of the
Paducah Commander, Knights Temp-
lar in the Fraternity building, on
'Broadway, that body nominated
Major J. H. Ashcraft as the lodge
member of the board of directors for
the Masonic and Add Fellows build-
ing company select one member to
represent it upon the directorate.
Four petitions were received for the
orders during the session last even-
ing, while one application was re-
oeived for affiliation.
Plain City Elects.
This evening at the meeting of
Plain City lodge No. 40, F. and A.
Mr, the annual election of officers oc-
curs,
Eastern Star Affair.
Last evening Mrs. 1.'0. Walker and
Dr. C. E. Whitesides„. of the Order
of Esatern. Star, otstRitirtelse Pro-
gramme to be rendered next Sunday
evening at whichotime the secret
circler gives a Watch party in 'their
assembly room at the Fraternity
'building, for -purpose of watching out•
the Old Year, and greeting the New
Year. The programme teems witit
many entertaining lirtafary and musi-
cale features, while during the even-
ing dainty refreshments will be
served.
'Dr. John War Eagle, a half-breedChickasaw Indian, is one of the
wealthiest members of his tribe. , Hewas educated in 'elcittland. where hisfather, a Hudson bey trader. war
- born.
• -
Regular Meeting.
This evening the Fraternal Order
of Eagles holds its regular weekly
meeting at their quarters 4n, Sixth
and Broadway. There n.a lilac class
of candidates to initiate:limo the or-
ganization. Mr. Lonie-T, Head, the
lodge secretary. 'will reisorn this morn-
ing Born Lotiisvilile and Cincinnati
where he has been on business the
past week or two.
Beavers Meet.
The new lodge of Beavers will next
Friday week hold a meeting at the
Elks hall, on North Fourth street,
and receive a report from the corn-
mittee selected to pick out (mailers
in which the order wit* hold its meet-
ings. The lodge was installed several
weeks ago, but adjourned over not to
meet until the 5th of next month
LOCKED IN CHURCH
MESSENGER DAN BAILEY
HAD TO HAVE HIS
NAP
Rev Cheek Had to Unlock Church
and Let Him Our This Morn-
ing at 1 o'clock
Dan Bailey, the popular messen-
ger boy of the Postal Telegraph
company, who is the son of Fireman
'Bailey, of the Central Stirtion hotgre
on North Fourth street, had last
night an experience that would have
caused many a 'less brave boy's hair
to stand rm end. Dan is a PreelY
game little fellow though, and laugh
ingly told of his experience.
During the Christmas rush of tel-
egraph business Messenger Bailey
has been working pretty hard and is
always tired out at night. Last
evening after he had finished his
work he went to tlie First Baptist
church to bring his mother home,
who was attending the sat vice-.
Young Bailey got up ht the balcony
to hear the sermon anl await dismis-
sal of the churoh. He took a seat
but before long there overcame -him
that thing tratrally occuring to boys
attending church, the irresistible
temptation rto go to sleep. This de-
sire was added to by his wornout
condition from a vigorous delivery
of messages all over the city, so oft
into the land of Nod he went.
The next thing Dan knew was he
woke up and found himself sitting
up in the gallery, the church dark.'
* a piece of tar, whits the stillness
told him it way a late hour.
He tried .his best to get out but
could no( and then sat d.awnj'and
waited to 
-hear someone passe by.
Fortunately a man came along in a
few mirinfents and your Busiky
yelled to him telling his predica-
ment. The gentleman went to tbe
parsonage and got Rev. Cheek out
of bed, and the latter went over and
released the boy. It is needless to
say that Dan was glad to get out,
and just strikd home in delight.
J. Luciano de Castro, the premier,
and the member of his cabinet of
Portugal,, tendered their resigna-
tions Monday. The resignations
were accepted by King Charleso.-who
recruit d his ministers to retain their
portfollps Until the new year.
Miss
York; is
4raietters
A-men
POSTING DOCKET
CHIEF CLERK KID IS NOW
ENTERING UP CASES ON
SAME.
The Bar Association Holds Its
Meeting Tomorrow Night tcs
Hear From Conamittee,
Chief Deputy William Kidd, of the
circuit clerk's office, is now bosily
engaged entering up on has civil dock
et the many actions that come
Judge Reed when
term of court next
eight weelas' session
hundreds of import
nig up and the ju
the docket of the
them, if possible.
The first week Of court the -judge
calls over the docket and sets thc
dates upon which he will try the dif-
ferent aotiora. The eiscond Nbottday
he iempane:s the petit juries wbieh
hear and decide the different litiga
tions.
Mesta& Property.
• 
Today Trustees Arthur Margin and. 
Cecil Reed, of the 'Dr. Herman T.
Hessig• bankruptcy proceeshog, will
sell the five..• houses be owns at
Eighth and Jackson streets and also
over on Jones street. The buildings
are to-be disposed of in order pend-
ing claims against same can be satis-
fied.
r.
before
this
f an
re ars
pes ta rid
larger part of
e •
6
Magistrate's Court.
Yesterday morning Justice Jesse
Young convened hie monthly term
of magisterial court and will try -be-
tween now and the end of the week
all the suits coming lefote him, as
next Sunday be goes out of att.
and is Succeeded by Magistrate
-e ci
John J. Bkieh.
Lawyers Meet Again.
Tomorrow evening at the city hail
the Bar Association holds its next
session for the purpose of hearing
the report from the committee %c-
leated at last week's session of that
body to outline a recommendation
as to in what manner the terms of
circuit court here shall be extended
several weeks longer in ore& that
more business can be transacted.
The committee n now working on
the proposition that meets the
hearty approval of every heal attor-
ney and also those at Benton, the
tone deducted from.
, Referee Goes to Murray.
Referee E. W. Beefy, of the 'back
rupt court, goes to Murray this morn
ing to hold the first meeting of (-fed
itors in the M..„ D. litalton bankruot
Cl proceeding, which has been passed
over to the referee by Judge Walter
Evans, of Louisville, Holton having
hied his petition about ten ttgrs or
two weeks ago. The meeting today
is fon the creditors to select a trus-
tee to take charge of the bankrupt'a
estate and look after their interests.
Judge Bagby had set the Moses
Schwab and Dr. Herman T Hehelg
cases for today, to hear motions for
orders, but these proceedings are
now continued over until Friday in
(wrier that the Holton matter can
be attended to. In setting the
Schwab and Hessig cases for today
the referee overlooked the fact that
the Holton action was first seised-
uled to he lookell after.
THE USUAL LULL
THINGS PRETTY QUIET IN
THE BUSINESS WORLD
AT PRESENT.
Good Trade Reported by Merchants
Who Are Now Preparing to Take
Annual Invoice.
The lull after the storm appeared
yesterday when things became quiet
dcovn in the business portion of the
city that there wasoscarcely any trad-
ing done at all. The establishments
ill appeared very deserted as com-
pared to the unusual scenes of activ-
ity that have prevailed the past few
weeks, when the big Christmas rush
was on.
Many of the leading business men
yesterday on being spoken to sated
that thair business more than doubled
as compared to last 'Christmas and
that they were pleased at the trade
enjoyed.
The stocks of all houses look very
depleted and bear plain evidences of
the mammoth business done. Now
that the holiday trade is over the mer-
chants will put away what of that line
is left over and re-stock the. places
with the staple goods.
The end of-the year is now about
here and all the 'houses commence
right away to take their annual in-
voice. It generally takes about one
week or ten days for the biggest
houtes, as the clerical forces have to
do most of this inventory work Of
night, as the business during the day
prevents thenk from devoting their
entire attention to this work.
The Duke of Connaught will 4ail
fary Tillinghast, of , New for South Africa on December 27ne of the most successful He will inspect the troops 'at
of stained giasv windows principal barracks and visit the
a• tlefieldts of the Boer
Gift Shoes
•PP
THE demand for sensible things for Christmas gifts is on theincrease. That is one reason why we are selling so many "DorothyDodd" shoes for that purpose. Another reason is found in the beauty
of the shoes themselves, and in their obvious appropriateness for Christina.
gifts.. q What more delicate compliment can be paid to woman than an
.appreciation of her pretty foot, daintily shod? The "Dorothy Dodd" shoe
is itself such a complimea It gives a woman's foot a different look from
those of the crowd. (1 And the line affords shoes for every type of feet
and for every kind of service. ' Grant us the favor of showing them.
You run no risk.
Should your pur-
chase not fit the
favored one, wewill
cheerfully make the
exchange at any
time, giving her the
exact style and miss
desired.
Then as an elbow
thought, remsenber
the moderato and
economical prices
asked for this really
beautiful high clam
footwear. rite-
fifty and three
dollars the pair.
Goorgo Rock SIELoo Oompany
SELLERS OF SHOES AND SATISFACTION. 321 BROADWAY.
THE ROCK WILL
ADMITTED TO PROBATE IN
COUNTY COURT YES-
TERDAY.
The Deareased Made Effort to Divide
His Property Equally Between
His Children.
Yesterday morning there was ad
mined to probate in the county court
the will of *be late George Rock. The
document wbs written November
14th. Igoe, just six weeks ago, and
sign:aisle of rlecca-ed capitalist and
'hoe dealer witnessed by George
Oehlsclaeger. Sr., and Louis Kdlb.
The will starts off by stating that
be gives and cancels to his children,
aP notes he may hold against them
for money advanced, the advance
ments to he credited up in distribu-
tion of the estate againt the ACM
to whom made.
To each tif his children he iltr
gives three shares of Paducah Ice
company stock, eight shares of Smith
& Scott tobacco factory stock; eight
and three quarter shares of Paducah
Furniture factory :trick; 16,66 79-100
shares of Oregon and C)lorado Gold
mine stock; seventeen and seventy-
nine eightieths shares of Carbons-tale
Coal & Coke company stock;-and 5 1
and Y. shares of the S. H. WU/oleo '
Medicine cphapnay :took.
The deceased then divides his real
estate as follows between the chil-
dren.
Rosa Bleich gets the old home on
Jefferson between the Thompson aad
Blooms homesteads, or Fifth amd
Sixth. She also gets a piece of prop-
erty on Jhckson street.
Lizzie Katterjohn, gets lot 35.
block in Upper town, also the build-
ing occupied by Noah's Ark on
Broadway between Third and Fourth
streets, and also half the ground lying
behind this place, and which property
was bought by deceased from Warren
Thornberry. and lying between rear
building and Rock's alley.
of building and Rook); alley.
the building occupied by the furniture
factory salesrooms on Third between
Broadway and Kentucky avenue.
John Rock gets property on Ninth
and Ohio and a lot beside the Smith
& Scott tobacco factory on North
Eight: This son, this only one, is
given the two Oskl Grove cemetery
burying lots, he to hold them in trust
for the remaindro of the family,
which has the right to bury relatives
therein.
Mary Seatnonn gets the prop'erty at
Fifth and Tennessee streets.
Georgia Beyer gets property on
Third between -Kentucky avenue and
Wesfipston, and elso trio ouses on
Clr,y street. She tie* me wont?*
I'sgp,e. demist ibir sea-
11111[13re
BLOCH'S JEWELRY STORE
224 Broadway, Pactucah, Ky.
To Improve and Preserve Your Beauty
USE NADINE FACE POWDER
.1 • • .181 0,
-••••• 
••
•
(THE HAD 0 Pr.
In Green Boxes Only.
SUPERIOR IN QUALITY. HARM-
LESS AS WATER.
Nadine face Powder is c•oupound-
ed and purified b ya newly discovered
process. Produces • beautiful, $041
%civet appearance, which remains ua-
t washed off. Ladies who use Na-
dine Face Powder in green boxes
are sate the tentplexion will be fresh
and lovely at close of the evening.
The quality is unequaled. Buy
one so cent package and if you are
not entirely satisfied notify us, and
c will promptly refund your money.
Sold by leading druggists, or mail.
Price so cents. Wthite, Flesh, Pit*,
Brunett.
place at Fifth and Ofo::o•c, ii con-
sideration of her tender ca6c for
father and mother during ti•rir Ia‘t
days, she being the only widow or
single one in the fami'y able to be
at their home all, the time.
Ida Fetter gets the other half 'of the
building used, by the furniture factory
on Third batweens Broadway and
Kentucky avenue.
Kattie Beyer gets the building'now
occupied- by the George Rock Shoe
company on Broadway between
Third and Fourth. She gets the
other half of the property behind the
building, and between house and
alley. Provision is made that the exe-
cutors shall dispose of what other
property there is, but not enumerated,
and divide the proceeds equally be-
tween the children. His son John
Rock, and son-in-law, William Kat-
terjohn, are named as executors with-
out bond, while no appraisement or
invoice is to be made of the prefo
erty.
The last r‘ quest in the will is that
some of his cildrens ever petmit an
tite property :to be used for slalom;
-
NATIONAL TOILET CO., Parts,Tou.
Sold in Padocali by all Leading
druggists. • - -•
CHRISTMAS FATALITIES
IN LOUISVILLE.
touisnill,le, Ky., December 20.—aris
Three fatalities and an unusual num-
ber, of mirror accidents resulted from
Louisvillt's, noisy celebration*. of
Christmak! Theresa flotionan, an 8-
year-old' gin, was killed by George
1Yolil, 13 years old. The girl's death
restAtedi from the unsuspected pres-
ence of .a ball cartridge among a num-
ber of blarslos which the Doll boy, a
neighbor was firing in a rifle.
George Irving Harper, a boy i
years old, met death in an unusual
mariner. While Harper was tamping
a charge in a small cannon with a
broomstick another boy exploded a
firecracker over the touch-hole, set-
ting off the caarnon. The broom.-
stick was driven through Harper's
neck, killing him inotantly.
lla Barrett,a negro girl, was killed
by a stray Millet from the revolver
of a negro 'who was celebrating the
day-.
Geo. S. )400111, *eters& enercleant
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hrgest Stock Lowest Prices Satisfaction Guaranteed
Paducah's Only Exclusive Furniture Dealers, 
The Paducah Furniture Manufacturing Co.
BOTH PHONES 72 SALES ROOMS 114-116-207-213 SOUTH THIRD STREET.
KING IN CAIRO I BIG BUSINESS I COLLEGE TALKS
COMES BACK BY SATURDAY SEVERAL, IMPORTANT MUR-TO ATTEND TRIAL OF DER CHARGES BEFORE
SMEDLEY. JUDGE SANDERS
•
Mrs. David Glass Injured on Face by
Stray Bullet-hlumber of Minor
Mishaps.
.m•=1,
Mamie Caldwell Given Continuance
of: Shooting Husband, Who
Still Lives.
Conductor Thomas King, of the The police have been proud of thestreet railway compenys, .is at the fact that thinlps have been prettyhome of his mother in COiro, but will quiet and everybody ot . their goodbe back next Saturd'ay to attend trial behavior for several weeks past, ketof the shooting charge against Coto,. it seem, everything broke loose thetractor John Smedley. King is al g past few dps and made up for lostto be *routs(' on crutches, but canniqtytinte,yet walk 'alone on 'his Injured lita,1 Judge Sanders yedterday mootingon account of the bone having been had a big and important court, manyshattered some. Hg nfeat Cairo :cases of a serictue nature being be-several days ago to spend Christmas. tore hins.King is the cotxtuctor who was 
,Holloway, alias Kid -Bono-shot aboard his car on Third near .wIty, colored, was given a continti-Tenneseee street one Saturday night ,ance until tortiorrow of the proceed-severe% weeks ago. 'Be had some ;ing charging Oils) with murderingwords with two passeagers about a.George Travis, colored, severalfare and claim% that ;John Smedley 'moos ago
was the one eho did the.- rbootisne streets. 
at Twelfth and Terrell
Smedley was at the tune on the car Rufus Besinor., -colored, was arwith Ois brother, former councilman
Charles Smedley, and contends they 
reigned on the charge of murder.
ofteiand ea" left 
open until today.had gotten off and the car was ,He killed William Gills. colored, atMock away at the time of the firing. 
King was at Riverside hospital until -'' ,,sh
n 
e.oe 
house
 of Br°n•Qn's etuniu°n lawhe went to Cairo. Jennie Grundy, on Twelfthl and Jones streets, last Sunday night.
Wilt Childress was given a con-
tinuance until- today of the case
charging him with breaking into the
establishment of Lena Jones and steal
ing some money, groceries and collo
things. Judge Sanders in this case
took occasion to comment upon the
bard time it is to punish offenders.
He said that here was Chiletass.win
bad seriously cut another negro and
was released in the circuit court last
week with only a emlell fine. Now
the darkey is up again, Ibis time on
a4rd Iliousebrmlow. 1Thu • judge
be rot he opitI4 teat 0014 circuit
cool officials would do more to-
wards helping punish offenders and
not let them go with kier fines that
better results would be obtained.
Mamie Caldwell, the negro woman
vi ho shot hert eitoband mi North
Ninth street several days ago, was
given a continuance of her case un-
til tomonrow. She and her husband
both say it was accidental. The his
band is loll in a critical condition,
the bullet piercing him through and
through.
Sam Neal was fined $s for letting
vehicles stand chit and block the
street in front of his livery stable
on Third street near Kentucky ave-
nue.
There wan left open the case charg
ing the Starks-Ultman Saddlery corn
pany with tefusing to get out a re-
tail merchant's licensee to do levi-
ties...
The- following dianoe charges were
before the court: Edward Deify,
drunks fined Sr; Bill Lehkr, drunk
and disorderly, fined $t; Dave Wheel
er, disorderly conduct, find $$5; Dora
Berry, disorderly house, continued'
until today;-.Dock Jackson and War-
ner Rudd, breach of the peace, fined$ao; Emma Nfartin and Mary Ander-
son, drunk and diorderly. fined $S;
Martine Palnuore and Minnie Ward.
drunk and disorderly, fined $5 each:
Charles Koeetz and Ferri, Surrett,
drunk, fined $t each; 011ie Motley.
drunk and disorderly. fined $5;
Fletoh Aynes, drunk ard disorderly.
fined $e; Berry Garvey. firing pistol
inside city limits continued until to-
(116'; Stott Murphy and J. W. Bush.
breach of the peace, -fined Sr .
Hit In Check.
Yesterday after the eiteitement Isat
over it developed that Mrs. David
Glass, of Eleventh and Madison, was
shot in the face the day before at the
time the fusilade was. going on at
Eleventh and Broadway. She byes
on one corner of nth and Mladison,
while her husband's grocery is on ate
tmpositee corner. She was passing
from home to store when a stray
• ballet stool( her on the check and
eliohtly cat her face in &lacing off.
It is behoved the 'bullet lees one
straying from the fusilade at Meventh
and Broadway
Fell Prom Taint
Yesterday morning Lawyer A. L.
Harper and wife returned from La
Canter where 11ast Sunday they went
to spend .Christmas eith the tatters'
parents. Mr. and Mrs. John Wilkins.
Sunday while alighting front the
train at the La Center depot Mrs.
Harper was thrown to the depot plat-
form and painfutly bruised over the
body. Mr. Harper had alighted with
011e of their children. while Mks.
Harper was preparing to do so with
the other in her arms, when thc train
started before she 16tild get off and
threw her down. oFortunatelr no
bones were brotte0.0 ' •
Hurt at Srnithland
George., the is-year-old son oi
Captain J IL Thropp, of Smithland.
had four teeth knocked out, his lip
unlit and hands badly pbwder-burned
- Monday lay a large cannon "tacker.
Daher Mishaps.
Yeiser, the 17-year-old son of Mr.
James Armonett of 74 South nth
street. is suffering from a badly
'burned face and hands as result of a
cannon cracker unexpectedly exp1,0-
ing in his !rand.
Chrittmae night someone fired O
roman candle ball, at the front door
of Lendler & Lydon's shoe house, on
Broadway: and smashed the window
pane.
Emmett. the 13-yeer-o1d son of Mrs.
"Lizzie Quick, had his eye dangerouslyburned by a cracker eopheling. and
-offending pieces into same at the home
of his grandmother, Mrs. Henry
il'Owen, of Jefferson near Ninth street
Jim &liars, of Sieteauth and Clay,
tots a big hole in his leg as result of
ti is wad from his toy peat,/ entering
tlie limb while he Mts firing same.
A wound six inches long was crested.
tl.os Campbell, colored, slue Polly
Re if, colored, in the ling with a toy
pia t91, at itth and Burnett streets
yes tioduy shortly after noon, bet the
ibtlil et went no further than right un-
der tenth the skin. They are lade
edyot it 76 years of age and Campbell
wilt :be arrested, he flaying fired point,.
blanl : at Red, so the latter claims,
after being warned not to do so.
•
-E, ; Miller, white of St. Louis.
went c .11 the warpath down on South
Second street last evening. and had
to be Ii'eked tip by Officers Johnson
and Ro gere He wa, drunk and
raised a o mock rack( t alongside the
market :that the mierchants along
there he d to ,close thek houses to
keep hint out and nuttmons the
police ()st being taken to the ball
.sndi "'keit his name he passed. out
"s tire ip a business-like way, and
equally as eatnneendatile manner
is Own passed to a cell below. He
thine his way doivn there far
Housebreaking Charged.
Totnorrow there comes no in the
court of Justice N. Sears the ease
charging Henry •Huard, colored,
with housebrealcing. The justice's
regular piece for holding court is at
Tyler, just outside Mischaniceburg.
but for convenience of witnesses nrul
others this warrant comes up at the
countyhcourthouse.
Hubbard occupied a residence of
„Jim Little:a also colored. Little lives.
on South Sixth but the house he
owned and which was- occupied by
Itubbard is up in the "Conan" sec-
tion of Mechanic:burg. Httibbard did
not pay rent and Little put him
out, but attached his furniture which
is still in =house. Little claims
dow that. ard Monday morning
brcrkie into the house to take away
some of the furniture held by law.
He was arresged be Constable A. C.
Shelton.
Dr. Feedie-rick Rcrwiland Idaryin
has one of the rarest libraries in the
country. It containe only about
4,000 volumes, but many of them are
first additions, and the manuscripts
are• int nt+i of gifted mien and wo-tritest no longer flying.
REV. PINKERTON WILL DE-
LIVER A SERIES AT
HIRAM, OHIO.
Church Entertainments and Trees An
Successful Affairs-Tree for
Poor Tonight.
About one week from tormnorrcny
Revl W. H. Pinkerton leaves for
Hiram, Ohio, where is located the big
college that maintains a theo-
bOcol department, for education of
young men desiringOo enter the min-
istry for the Christian churches. Or.
Pinkerton delivers a series of four
lectures to the students of the theo-
logies! branch, commencing one week
from next Sunday. He will return
to this city to spend several weeks
with this wife and little girl, the latter
of whom is 'recovering from her at-
tach of scarlet fever. Rev. Pinkerton
goes to Wilmington, Ohio, then, and
the first Sunday in Feburary starts a
four weeks protracted service. From
there he continues prosecuting his
evangebstic work at different cities
in.that section.
.5
Church Affairs.
Sunday evening, Monday evening
and last night the many churrees
around the city gave their Christmas
entertairmients and trees and all were
attended by pactied houses. The cere-
monies were very beautiful while
numerous attractive features pre-
vailed.
This evening there will be given
the Christmas tree at the Rescue Mis-
sion on South Third street, by Rev
Chiles and wife, for the pore- children
of the city. Several hundred of them
will 'be on hand, while many presents
are to be distributed.
THE RIVERS
This afternoon at 5 o'clock the
sttomer Tennessee get* away for the
Tennessee river. She gets back hore
next Monday night on her retain.
The steamer Dick Fowter 4out
for Cairo at 8 o'clock this sting
and comes back tonight a 'it
o'c ;oat.
The stea cntucky comes' nut
of the Ter river late tomor-
row night ays here until, 5
o'clock Szeurday afternoon hefore
skipping out on her return that way.
The Buttorff comes in today from
Carloville and Aeaves imneedeately
for Nashville.
The Joe Fowler comes in today
from Evansville and leaves imme-
diately on her return.
Yesterday the John S. Hopkins
left for Evansville. She coate* back
tomorrow.
The Peter' Lee gets to Cincinnati
today .and leaves there tomorrow on
her return this way for Memphis.
The Rees Lee gete to Memphis to
morrow and leaves there Saturday
tenuel for Cincinnati. ,
The Monte Bauer yesterday went
to the 91 -mile bridge up the Tennes-
see river to do some towing.
▪ Vlore got away yesterday for the
Cumberland river for a tow of Allies,
the steamer Uenrietta.
Stages Yesterday.
oCaiirc., 25.7; rising,.
Chattanooga, to.; rising.
Cincinnati, 45.4; rising;
Evartsrille, 21.9; rising.
Florence,' missing.
Johnsonville, 15.9; rising.
Louisville, 8.6c rising.
Mt. Carmel, 9.5; rising.
NashviHe, • 24.3; rising .
• Pittsburg, 7.4; falling.
Davis Isiand Dam. 9.4; falling.
St. Louis, 5.7; fallieg.
Mt. Vernon', 21.2; tesing.
Paducah, 22.6; rising.
Body Shipped Home.
Yesterday at noon there .was
shipped to Olmstead, Ky., the re-
mains of William Gills, Are negro
killed Sunday night by Rufus Bron-
son, colored., at the home of Jennie
Grundy on Twelfth and Jones streets.
The brother of the dead Men came
here and got the remains which were
taken to his former home for inter-
ment.
Chief Talks Right.
Chief James Coffins yesterday said'
be intended starting a crusade against
the who'lesale sale of cocaine and
sohialoey to bad characters of this
city, as he believes much of the rant-
tant trim. of the past week or two
is Arlo to th 't. q helievas the dives
should ont, and will act
i nrinedia teloy.
FOR THE HOLIDAYS.
Fur Top Felt Slippers, all,colors, - - - $1.00
Congress Felt Slippers, - - - - - - $1.00
Velvet Slippers, all colors, - - - - - $1.00 -
Warm Lined Shoes, - - - - - - $1.00
Men's Slippers, all styles.
Little Gents' Rubber !loots, 1 toll, - - $1.25 ,
CALL EARLY AND GET CHOICE.
Lendler & Lydon
Phone P675 CASH_ ONLY.
DIED ON MONDAY
MR. WALKER CARNAL WAS
BURIED YESTERDAY NEAR
ROSSINGTON
Lawyer Frank Patten Died From
Effects of Accidental Shot Fired
at Memphis, Tenn,
Yesterday afternoon there was bur
ied at the family cemetery in tee
Rossington neighborhood the re-
mains of the late Mr. Walker C.
Corneal, who died of paralysis Mon-
day afternoon. The deceased was
Sarsckqi me tizne ago with this ail-
diradually grew worse. •
Mr. Ca.rncal was a widower sixty-
three Yew" of age and leaves one
brother and three sistent-sof that sec-tion.
Fatally Injured.
N'esterdsty morning word reached
here flora -Memphis, Tenn., announeing that the night before Lawyer
Frank Posten vias passing an alley
at Gayoso and Beale streets when a
•negro .accitkritally shot hint in the
stomach, while firing his revolver in
celebrating Christmas. Mr. Posten
was hurried to the Presbyterian
Horne boepital and operated on, butdied in a few hours.
The deceaeed was wel known in
Paducah, Iva.ving prateiced in the
Western Kentucky courts. He was
the Memphis, lawyer for Mr. E.
Rehkopf, of this city, who received
a telegram yesterday inornino. an-
nouncing the death. The deceased
was a brother of the Lawyer Posten
who was murdered some years ago
at Memphis by H. Clay King, for.-
merly of here, and who served a long
term in the- penitentiary for the
crime.
Drain Surrent‘sd,
James Drain, the negro who fatally
injured Fot Ewen. colotedoesurrend-
ered to the county authorities yester-day, and will be given an examining
trials this morning by Judge Light-
foot. 'Drain knocked Ewen .in the
head Sunday with, a plank and frac-
tured his skull. He is charged,' with
murder.4 Ewell was buried yesterday.
LEGISLATIVE GENERALISSIMO
New York Life Trustees Take Paper
From Paris.
New York, Dec. 26.-At its meet-
ing today the investigating commit-
tee, composed of five trustees of the
New York Life Ineurance company.
received from Secretary Jothn C. Mc
Call the .stationent from Judge An •
drew Hamilton, which Mr. McCall
was sent to Paris to procure.
late committee is anxious to know
all the details of Hamilton's legisla-
tive expenditures and will expect
President McCall to throw light on
whatever may be found obocure and
unexplained in the Hamilton docu-
ment. This paper will also be pre-
sented to ithe legislative investigat-
ing ecnermittee. 
•
President McColl and his 'son
have gone over Hamitton's statement
together since Saturday. It is like-
ly that Preeident McCall *ill send
the truetees' committet a statement
of his own to accompany Hamilton's,
and tide met contain, a further pro-
poSal with r,egard to the $225.000 of
funds paid to Hamilton, which, it
will be 'remembered. Mr. MeC.all
said be want(' reetore to the com-
pany lefore 'December 31 if Haiti'.
ten dia not account satisfactorily fosIthe money.
309 Broadway.
ANNER *
Offers they following Christmas Sug-
gestions:
FOR THE LADIES.
Solitary Diamond Rings 
 
 
 
 $5 oo to $200.03
Diamond Brooches ------500 t 75.00
Diamond Cluster Ring 
 
 7.50
 to ooGold Brooches . 
 3.00 to :5
,Wstches 
 
 3.00 to TOO
akt Rings •
Neck Chains 
 
Bracelets ....
Lockets 
Collar Pins 
Hat Pins 
Crosses 
Silver Toilet Sets
Back Combs 
 
Brushes, all kinds
Toilet Sets 
Cut Glass Bowls 
 
Cut Glass Tumblers,
Itaiian Terra Cotta
liand-paintbd China
a.
per set of six.. 
Vases
Plates
1.00 tO 50 00
.00 to 10.00
1.50 to 15.00
1.00 tO 25.00
.50 tO 500
.25 to 5 oo‘
.5o to 5.00
500 to 3500
•75 to 5.00
so to 8.00
oo to to oo
300 to 15 00
03 to 8 oo
6o to to oo
oo to 500
FOR THE MEN.
Diamond Rings b-.00 to $125 ooSignet Rings 
 3.00 to 10 .00Initial Rings 
 
 5 oo to 15 ooWatch Fobs 
 
 i so to TO ooChains 1.75 to 12 00
• :Shirt Studs 
 
.so to to ooStick Pins 
.50 to 20 00Emblem Chains 
 
 t.so to 10 00Shaving Cup and Set t.so to 7 50Cigar Jars 
x.75 to 6 ooMilitary Brushes 
 
.75 to TO 00Shaving Mirrors 2.50 to to ooCloth Brushes I 00 tO 7 50Whisk Brooms 
 
 
 1 50 to 5.00Fountain Pens 
 
 i oo to to.00Paper Cutters 
 
oe
 
 ' so to 2.00Hat Brushes 
 t.00 to 3 00Umbrellas 
 
 
4-50 to 10.00Match Boxes 
.75 to 5.00Stamp Boxes 
so to 1.00
FCR THE LITTLE ONES.
Silver Mugs 
.75 to 6.00Brush and Comb Sets 
 
 I so to 3.00Sterling Spoons 
 
 I 50 tO 2 00Dress Pin Sets 
.5o to ? soNeck Chains 
 
 
 z oo to t ooLockets 50 to 15.05Bracelets 
 
 1 00 to 5.00Knife, Spoon and Fork Sets 
 
 1 50 tO 5.00
"If you. Buy it at Wanner's Its Good."
J. Wanner, Jeweler.PHONE 8 BROADWAY
No. 5302 Gets the Big Doll at
Harbour's Book Dept.
This ticket was held by Miss Lyda Iliff,1212 S.
Seventh street, and,the doll has been presented to
hers
 Tickets No. 1632, 4089, 5262 and 7028 were
also drawn front the box and if you hold any of
these numbers bring them to us and you get a
pretty doll free.
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SERMON.
, •
!What One Sinoare Mtn Did Not Find.
-a is
BY Z. X.' FRIRDX.A.N. '
The Rev. Hiram Stoddard-kindest,
best and sincerest among men-had
been called from an 'Obecure town to
guide the destinies of one of Chica-
go's largest and most fashionable con-
gregations. On Sunday he was to
preach his first sermon and he . was
naturally anxious to put forth the best
efforts of which he was capable, not
only in order to maintain but also to
further his reputation for brilliancy,
eloquence and orteinality of ilaibeght.
ei He began, therefore, to work on his
Introductory sermon several weeks in
advance. But somehow all the 
.toPtedi
the chose failed to satisfy him, and he
dismissed one after the other aq being
either hackneyed, uninteresting, down-
right dull or untimely. He wanted
. Romething that would fit the hour and
r his congregation by its fitness.
k As the appointed Sunday approached
fte Rev. Hiram Stoddard grew more
teed more' nervous, and he who had
steels facility of invention and phrase,
lo aeom a sermon had been as noths
lag at all, now found that a sermon
eras everything in the world. His
anxiety put a stumbling block in the
may of his abilities. If he had merely
shoved his anxiety to one side his
` quick mind would have found a clear
Math-a bit of advice as good as it is
lawless to a man in the clutches of
"Worry. '
Thursday night found the reverend
gentleman in the library of his new
home In Michigan avenue, wretch:41y
all at ease and all but on the verge of
despair.
From time to time he gazed restlem-
le et has well-stocked shelves in the
hope that some book would help him
*et of his quandary. He arose once or
twice as if inspired, fingered the fat
volumes and then sat down again,
sighing to himself hopelessly. i
1 -A walk might do me good and clear
the vapors from my.brain," said the
minister toehimself. So, giving over
, all further attempts as ukelees, he put
I as his hat and coat and passed out into
the night.
' He walked north along Michigan
i(wean& his heeds crossed behind hisback, his brows puckered, still think-
-. lag of his serums eespite himself. It
"rtt that , ad cccurred to him the sight of
) the 'roiling waters of the lake would'
Nerve as an inspiration, but In his ab-
sent-nitndedness he forgot about the
lake altogether and, h
be west, turned west
All unaware of it
less of where
4
• Rev. Hiram
!Stoddard, his eyer,6ent on the groulen
In search of bjs /Motive 'sermon, found
lehasell in
artyliptric
d.
heart of a squalid, pov-
district that presented a
rest to the aeighborhood
h he had just passed.
'hie' mind had been conoerned
rt and less with what was going on
e with what was going on outside
Ar-
0114111 Of it, if be had been more alive
i hapreseions, the minister mightStilre asked himself an endless number
of questions concerning this contrast,
Its causes, its justification, its results.
but. as It was, he passed on without
rellecting. his eyes bent on the ground,
his hands crossed Leh tad his bade
• A long row of dark, forbidding tees-
meets loomed up. Out of the doorway
et the moat ramshackle of theee two
men passed and one said to the other:
"Old Latham is squeezing us pretty
bard. The rent is going up next
ebonth. and I don't know bow I can
stand it!"
see by the papers," reviled his
rompanion. "that Latham has just
made the church a handsome gift
ite's got to square the two ends some-
bow, I suppose."
"I suppose No." said the other for-
ilornly, "but I wish some one would ex-
'plain to me how he justifies himself."
1 The two men passed out of sight
land earshot. T tele conversation
leaikimmed en to sae, over the surfacet the listener's preoccupied mind, not
ieven ruffling it, leaving no fmpression
ibehtnd
I Suddenly It dawned on the minis-
ter's ate:Ilion that it was growing
late and that it was high time to re
turn, and he retraced his steps, dis-
tressed beyond measure to think bow
'the valuable minutes were flying and
leaving him without a topic for a ser-
mon.
On the way homeward be pasted the
unsightly tenements again. A crowd
bad gathered around a patrol wagon
that stood In feint of the Met building
of the row. If the minister had paused
to inquire he might have learned that
a night laborer, working at a base-
mint foundation, hied been killed, that
he had left a family timeliers and
bat Under the terms of his contract
had absolved his employers from
al poneibilltY in else of accident.
But his haste' tb. Rev. Harem Stod-
dard concluded that the disaster was
the eon le ace of i deiuken brawl
and he walked on, his mind still di&
4 traught by his rulestng ssrinon.
Finials hie reached tee house, en-
' tared his tlists,ry, lit his lamp and
plunged Into a profound thottgb trot-
o rewerie. Then his eyes happened
to fall on a college eetalogue that lay
-len his desk and by e subtle process of
'association "The Menge of Athletics in
Our Universities" suggested itself as a
!topic for his discourse.
1 "Why didn't I think of that befoter
iistelsitned the Rev. Hiram Stoddard,
;as he set to work on his sermon en-
'Lbustastlealty.- Chicago Daily News.
Precisely.
"What sort of canals are the ones as
Mars, professor?"
"Purely imaginary, my boy."
the one at Panama, ehr-
allarlerehigrnee 
— )
;
• Easy Wey to Wake Money.
Wife-I ha-3 made ;50 this after-
noon.
Husband-Peew!
"You paid caly $100 for that old
piano, didn't .sou?"
"Yes."
"Well, I hay' sold it for $150."
"Gracious nu.! What are you Vita
to do with the money"
"There isn't nay money."
"Eh?"
"I sold it to a dealer. He gives me
a new piano I,r $200 and allows me
$150 for the c:d one. If you'd stay
at biome and lEt me go to your office
and attend to your business you'd
soon be rich. just think! Fifty dol
tars a day is rmething over $25,00C
a year."-Stray
WANTID TO KNOW.
ehe-I don't understand this wireless
telegraphy.
He-It is very easy. They just send
messages through the air. instead of over
he wires.
She-i 'know; but bow do they attach
i.ite air to the pol-s?-Chicago Journal.
Ilgeoneerned.
3214 the rheasant to *he V•abb!ta
"I'm enlas- d at your bad habits,
Don't yeti know Its very rude to sit and
care'"
knd the :ook the haughty pheasant
Turned en them was far from Pleasant.
But nelther of the'rabbits turhed a hare
—Life
Home Thrust.
Knicker-Why does a novelist al-
ways dream his heroine in "some cling.
ing white stuff"
Mrs. Knicker-Becaese a man ex-
pects a woman to stick to one dress
forever- Why. yes, Henry, I could get
a new one for Y. Sun.
Slightly Contused.
"Poverty," lpaid the cynical philoso
cher, "is no disgrace. On the contrary,
ft may be an honor."
"Yea." answered Mr. Dustin Stet; "I
feel thaerray about it. But my tastes
are so etpenalve I Met &fiord to be
poor."-Washington Star.
Wanted Only Her Own.
Mrs. De Fashion-at a children's par-
ty-Marle!
Nurse ‘Girl-Yes. ma'am
Mrs. De Fashion-It's time for us to
go home Which of these children is
mine?-N. Y. Weekly.
Proof Posittes.
The Male Idiot-But how can I be
sure that you love me?
The Female Ditto-Remember that
t Wive had many chances to marry
handsome men, clever men and inter-
esting men-and yet I accepted you!-
Cleveland Leader.
Misunderstood.
"Do you ever reatt a paper at your
dab?" asks the visitor.
"No. every time I go to the reading
room I find that the papers have been
grabbed by the usual bunch of habitues
who Mt around that room all the
time."-Judge.
A Busy Wife.
Bacon-My wife is very erratic One
day she is bursting into tears and tne
next day she Is inrrstinzt into laugh-
ter.
Egbert-She really must be kept
pretty busy bursting-Yonkers States-
man.
The Poet-Card Fiend.
"I fear she won't enjoy herself in
Heaven."
"Why not?"
"I don't believe you
souvenir postal cards from
Pittsburg Post.
can send
there."-
Its Peculiarity.
"How did you ever come into posses.
Ilion of such a cheap-looking umbrella
as the?"
"Wheel got this umbrella in a very pee
Cutter way-! bought It."-Judge.
Losing Strength.
"An' how's per wife. Pat.!"
"Sure, she do be awful sick."
"Is ut dangerous she is?"
"No. she's Aso weak t' be dangerous
anny more!"-Cleveland Leader.
_Le 
Never Too Old.
"Man never grows too old to learn,"
remarked the man who comments on
things.
"Nor to unlearn." replied 'Senator
Badger -Mile aukee Sentinel.
Fatal Term.
Grayee-What broke up your anti-
corset ifteetIng?
Gladys-Oh, some fool woman Pug
gaited that we,preeent a etraiglat Slant
lo the enemy 
-('hicago Sun.
An Example.
Johnoy-What is the title of three
Pa? •
r ally • Wye e.- ,N, I. bun,
PRINCESS AS *1415USTVIIIRCI
She of Wales Knits Husband's Soaks
and Sees That He Wears
Them.
Like her mother before her, the
princess of Wales is a first rate house
keeper, and though she is a very busy
woman socially, there are but a few
things in the management of her
household which she does not under.
stool and many vfhich she personally
superintends.
The princess has no liking for sit
ting with idle hands, and she is never
without some sort of needlework. She
not only knits the' prince of Waled
socks, but sees that he wears them
Once, for instance, when the prince
after a long day's shooting, retuteed
home tired and wet, the princess was
having her tea and the sportamen
were all quite ready for theirs', bat-
careful wife that she is-the princess
would not give her husband any until
he had changed his wet boots and
stockings, and he, thpugh laughing and
protesting, had to do her bidding.
The princes" is an excellent mother,
and both she and the prince are very
anxious thee their childhen should be
brought up on the simplest lines pus
reline. When they are at York cottage
they leave their little ones with them a
great deal, says Home Notes.
Formerly the hall was constantly
used by the small princes. One day.
however, a visitor fell over a hoop be-
longing to Prince Edward, and now
the children have a special play room
of their own.
SENSE OF THE TURTLE.
Reptile Possesses Remarkable Ia-
etinet for Finding Nest-
ing Ground,
During the summer months, from
May to August, the big sea turtle
lay their eggs in the beach. They
come possibly hundreds of miles, and
if undisturbed, win land within a few
yards of the same place year after
yam says Forest and Stream. They
crawl up tbe beach in- the night and
make their nest In the sand just above
high water mark. I have watched
them from behind a sandhill, but a few
feet away.
They dig the aele with their hind
flippers, and after covering it over,
first filling it with eggs, they will go
a few feet and make another place, I
always thought as a blind, for one
looks just like the other. They lay
each month usually during the high
tides of that month, beginning in May
and ending In August, from 90 to 185
eggs.
During the. summer I found and
brought into camp 2,755 eggs. I put
some in the sand near our camp and
in 27 days the top eggs hatched, the
rest in three days more. The little
turtles would dig one raise their lit-
tle heads and sniff the air a moment,
then start for the river, 100 yards
away. It wee/always' a mystery to me
how a turtle could find the same place
on the shove When a short distance
out at sea it all looks alike-just sandy
ridges, with scrub palmetto and coarse
grass
HIGH LIFE IN TOMSK.
--- -
Siberian City That Comes Near to
• Being Worth a Few Days
Sojourn.
--
Tomsk, Siberia, is not such a dread-
ful place. A traveler writes of it.
"After leaving the governor we paid a
visit to the shops of Tomsk in order to
complete our-outfit We were able to
buy apples newly arrived from the Cau-
casus, tea from China-only 400 enlist
away, and brought by a sledge or
drosky by the overland trade routes
drat opened by Peter the Great-and
many kinds of goods from Germany
such as kodaks, photographic material
and all kinds at up-to-date articles.
"We also paid a visit to a barber,
who could compare favorably with one
,of the first-class barbers in the west
end of London, and was quite as dear,
charging us a shilling for a shave and
a haircut. I was in every way very fa-
vorably impressed by the town. With
a population of about 60,090, It is as
rich in chUrehes and public buildings
as any English or American town will
five times the number of inhabitants
"Moreover the Tomsk university is
an imposing building and contains two
faculties-those of medicine and law
This capital, in fact, takes the third
place in educational importance in the
empire."
Bark of Sequoias.
California's giant trees, the sequoias
thousands of years old, have been pre
merved to this day because of their
enormously thick bark. From time to
time, In the course of ages. forest
fires have swept through the big tree
lanes, destroying erverythIne, yet only
seorehing for a couple of Inches' depth
or so the almost fireproof bark. The
flames having carbonized that much ot
the hark, could not penetrate farther.
tor the carbonieed portion formed an
absolutely fireproof covering for the
remainder of the interior bark.
Nark of Degeneracy.
Mitcbett -- Young MeSeedey, who
went through the foetune his parents
left him, As arrested to-day for steai
lag a dollar.
Gauss-What degeneracy! His fath
it never thought of taking less than a
million -Smart Set.
Back in Chicago.
Dearlx)rn-And did you shake the
dust from your feet when yon left New
York?
Wabash-Well. I don't know that I
shook it from my feet exactly, Ina
know I got rid of all the dust I ha& all
right.-Yonkers Statesman.
CURE FOR FOOTBALL CRAZE
Six-Nile Walk Every Day Will
Serve as an Antidote for
the Game.
Alexander Peck, a well-to-do farm-
er, three miles south of this city, be-
lieves he has solved the football craze
with his son. Mr. Peck, reports Use
Indianapolis News, has a boy of foot-
ball age, who attends the high school
In this city, and has for two years.
When the football mania first in-
vaded this section he was mucheaought
'leer to join the Alexandria team, as
tte was of athletic build and possessed
of heroic courage. The boy confided
his ambition to his father, who wanted
to know why he desired to join an or-
ganization that meant weekly injury
and possible frequent disfigureifent.
"I need the exercise," was the re-,
Minder; "I don't get enough exercise
to enjoy my meals."
Peck, pere, was equal to the emer-
gency. "Hereafter, my son," said he,
"instead of riding to school in the
morning on the traction line, and home
in the evening, you can walk. If that
does not furnish you suMelent exercise,
I can find /Something else for you to
do in the mornings and evenings."
For almost two years, winter as well
as summer, except on rainy days, the
boy has trudged uncomplainingly to
Alexandria, three miles away, and
home in the same way. The exercise
has been beneficial, but financially it
has been a losing game for his father
for the boy's appetite has grown to
be something phenomenal, as has tiles
growth in weight and strength, of itself
of far more value than money. Notts-
lag is ever said by the son of "lack of
exercise." and if-he continues to hank-
er .atler membership in the football
team, he is wise enough to keep it to
himself, fearing a nightly introduction
to a good-sized woodpile at home.
IMMENSE IRON MINES.
Those of Canada Bid Fair to Surpass
Any ()there in the
World.
"Canada will yet furnish to the world
Its Iron supply. It will be just the same
withlron as with wheat. A decade from
now Canada will outstrip all other ooun-
tries in wheat growing. The production
of iron at • cheaper rate than it can be
made elsewhere will cause Canada to
take a similar position as far as iron is
concerned. In tea years Canada will
have become a - wat metallurgical coun-
try. You will see an iron industry In
this dominion larger than in any other
country in the world." Thus saAth Dr.
P. L. T. Hernelt, the Preach metallurg-
ical expert, inventor of the electric
smelting process named in his honor.
Pig iron, he says, is the basis for struc-
tural and other steel. "At present Can-
ada spends $60000,000 to $60.000,000 in
buying steel abroad. The idea ought to
be to make that steel in this country out
of Canadian malarial by the aid of
Canadian water power and Canadian la-
bor. Think Of what it means! The re-
tention in Canada of $60,000,000 now
yearly spent abroad, the supplying of
the new demand for steel rails, struc-
tural steel, and other classes of the prod-
uct which have arisen in consequence
of the country's development, the profit-
able sale of your surplus products in for-
eign markets, and the creation In this
country of numerous other industries
more or less dependent on Iron and steel.
In Sweden the quantity of ore Is tulle
cleat to supply the markets of the world
for 100 years. I should say Canada has
three times as much."
THIRTY ELK IN INCLOSURE
- -
Colorado Ranchers Come Upon a
Find That Is Itire and
Valuable.
The spectacle of 30 elk insole an in.
closure is something rarely seen in
this country, but nevertheless such a
sight has been witnessed by several ot
our ranchers recently, and within a
tew miles of Pine. .le, says tie Denver
Republican.
Mrs: M. J. Westfall has a school two
tion near he teed of Willow creek,
which is entirely fenced, making an
inclosure a mile emeare. This Is well
up In the mountains, and recently the
gate was left open. which is near the
trail, with the result that the elk en-
tered. "Linde" George Smith and a
party of riders, who were out rounding
up their beef cattle, found it necessary
to ride into this pasture, and rods
right into the herd, which immediately
lied and followed the line of the fence,
making no attempt to go through.
The riders were without, weapons
and contented themselves with watch-
ing the bunch for trotne time. and then
proceeded on their way. Ordinarily an
elk will go through barbed, wire fence
and scatter it for great distances, bat
this bunch did not. Great dansage is
often done to the fences of ranchers
by these animali
'Johannesburg Court Finding.
Dierciesed _because tie had married, N
Johannesburg bank clerk obtained
three months' salary and p.65 for libel
contained in the letter of dismissal,
dui court remarking that any agree-
ment In restraint of marriage was
yeed, immoral and contrary to public
policy,
' His Happiest Hour.
He-Do you remember the. night I
asked you to marry me?
She-Yea, dear.
"For a whole hour we sat there and
not a word did you speak. Ali! that
was the happiest hour of my We!"-
Echo de*Paris.
His Point of View.
Nurse-See, Charlie, the stork has
brought you a nice little brother!
Charlie-Yes, that's the wax! Just
as i'm getting oh inithe Wotld coM:
patitiou baglas.:.-Flisrade
AN EGYPTIAN
QUICK SHAVE.
"Give me a quick shave," mid a man
who had wandered into a strange-
looking barber shop in lower Washing.
ton.
"Yea, salt," replied the Egyptian
barber, who was stout and swarthy.
alit ande 
began
waistcoat. 
eoto the customer's
co 
"Hold on! I asked for a sit'hve," ex-
claimed the customer.
"I stave you, aerie" mid the barber,
and calmly proceeded to hang up the
wearing apperel.
Teen he removed collar and tie, un-
buttoned the customer's shirt and
tucked it down.
•• "What are you going to do?" de-
manded the customer, now • little
frightened. "Is this the way to give
ii,un:ck shave?"
"I make you feral plenty of good,"
said the barber reassuringly.
Then he began to strop a razor like
a jackknife with a large inlaid ebony
handle containing a fan and a stiletto
"He's going to cut my throat."
thought the customer. "I'd better keep
quiet and perhaps I can escape. This
Is a quick shave rnith a vengeance. I'll
lose my train, anyway."
It was one alleviation that the bar-
ber web not loquacious. He went about
his weft seriously and methodically.
He roared some drops of an aromat
IC tincture into a basin and carefully
washed the patient's cheat. The next
thing was to investigate certain mole,
and in pne or two cases to pull out
hairs with a pair of tweezers and ap-
ply a dab of ointment. 
etThen taking a gilt shaving cup in-
scribed with shorthand symbols of
Arabi: he lathered the chest, shoul-
ders and lower back of the neck of the
customer and proceeded to shave with
the je.ekknife. which Was fairly sharp.
"By the way, Is the; an -iteration for
appendicitis?" askel the cestomer with
mild sarcasm. "Perhaps you think I'm
an actor going to wear a tow necked
toga le the forum Wens."
"I shave good Egyptian style." re-
plied the other serenely, and fetening
a silver basin with a semi-circular
opening to fit the neck he placed It un-
der the patient's chin and booked up
• chain around the back.
The effect in the mirror was of a de-
vice to feed infants. Its object, how-
ever, seemed to be to catch the super-
abundant thin lather that flowed in
streams from the upper lid and down
the sides of the face.
"Go ahead," spluttered the hapless
customer, noticing a clock in the tote*.
roe "You've only been at this quick
shave Mr 36 minutes. Do you generally
snake appointments by letter?"
The face was shaved twice la the
apace of 16 minutes, and the man in
the chair had hopes of escaping. He
reckoned without knowledge, for this
Infants' booth continued to be yoked up
sad the artist opened a box of surgicaltoow
One of these, a mirror and probe
coo3toined, searched the secret places of
the ear and' cleaned it out. Another in-
strument shaved the inside of the ear,
which was then scented and anointed.
The same tool did a delicate Sob on the
eyebrows, removing two hairs in the
senter.
"A dental surgeon.' WO." murmured
the almost resigned patient, as the
barber pried his mouth opal. scraped
the bark of his teeth with a small steel
hoe end inserting a roll of slippery elm
bark used it se a toothbrush.
The rights of privacy seemed much
exceeded when the patient's tongue
was seized by silver nippers and
scraped by another instrument.
"I fix your finger tail in your foot?"
asked the artist at this juncture
"No, no; you've done enough to me,'
exclaimed the customer. "Let the real
of my body alone. I suppose if I'd
irked for a hair cut, Instead of a quick
shave, you would have amputated Eal
leg and trepanned my skull."
"Egyptian barber; do. everytinge
was the calm reply. -I graduite
school in Cairo."
The concluding operations were at
orange flower scented face wash
anotntings of various marts, combine
of the eyehrOws. a dry shampoo' of the
hair, with perfuming, anointing ant
combing, and a squirt of some fragran
liquei into mouth and nostrils. Al
this brought the total time for a quid
shave up to one hour and eight min
"What Is the damage?" said the cue
termer as be was reclothing himself.
He felt himself in fact much fresh-
ened and exhilarated after so many
and varied attentions.
"Twenty-five cents." replied the
swarthy lathe, naming a higher price
than he charged to compatriots.
"Say, that's dirt cheap," exclaimed
the American, adding a ten-cent green-
ity. `But you ought not to advertise
it as a quick shave, old man."
"The quick Egytian shale," said the
barber. -Washington Post.
Servant's Long Service_
The following announcement
pears in the Geneva papers: M.
Mme 'Edouard Monop regretfully
nonnee' the death of their faithful serv•
ant, Mlle. Gabrielle Thomasset, who
has been in the service of our family
for the Met 76 year!' itftsucceesion."
The aged servant was MI years old.
at the time of he: death.
Church Saved from Sands.
The ancient church of St. reiran
(Cornwall), 'which was recently, dis-
covered In the sands at Pertain, Is
about to be restored. The church
Mantle near an ancient town of Corn.
, wall, big sine, lost In the sands, and
I is rots/tiered to be by far the olliast
8.e.
an-
Ait ANCIENT INDIAN JAR.
Rare Specimen of Crockery Recentli
Discovered in the State of
▪ New York.
R. Horracks, of Fonda, N. Y., while
stalking'deer during the last hunting,
season at the Little Falls of the upper
Waters pf the Sacondaga, near Lake
Pismo, caught in a heavy downpour
• of rain, was obliged to seek shelter
from thegtorm under the ledges of the
Little Falls. While sitting there his
attention was attracted to what seemed
to be a round, brown boulder partly
covered with moss. Carelessly strik-
ing it it gays forth a hollow sound. keit
curiosity being excited, he dug away
the earth with his bunting knife and
soon laid bare a symmetrically formed
earthen jar.
The jar stands ten inches high. At
its largest circumference it measures
30 inches, and at its smallest 20 inches,
The circumference of the top or mouth
of the jar is 24 inches'.
The vessel on the inside bears signer
of use, but the outside shows no trace
of fire, as is usual in Indian jars. The
bottom is rounded. The ornaments
eon around the top is of the usual
style of the Mohawk pottery-that is,
• series of straight and diagonal lines.
The jar still bears the moss that had
gathered on the rounded bottom that
was exposed above the earth.
The jar is a well preserved specimen
of Mohawk pottery, and is rare on ac-
count of the shspe of the top, which is
cut in three curves, forming three
eoints, which give it a triangular 
59'pearance.
It is a singular fact that the three
largest opeciiners of !lichen pottery
now in the valley were found in the
lake region of the foothills of ths
Adirondacks-the ftehmond jar. the
Hanson jar and the liorracks jar.
The Horracks jar is in the possessior
of W. Max Reid for the present and to
an Were:sera study. It Li not as large
es-the Hanson jar, but to those inter
ented in the life and affairs of the
eorigisal Americans" is of equal value
OLD-TIME RUSSIAN REPUBLIC
- -
Genuine Republicanism Obtained with
Everyone on Equal
Footing.
- -
It is not generally known that the
rest.. eitneets, bent on making Russ!?
a repuLliz, are grounding their brat
that the Muscovites will accept this
form of government on the fact that
at one time there were a number ol
republics in the present absolute em-
pire. (Thief among them, says the Cou-
rler-Journal, was the republic of Nov-
gorod, embracing the immense territory
from the White sea and Dena ,to
Volga and the Sea of Petpus. Ot
repeeblics were the states at
intake and others. They lost their ia-
depeadiaes at the end of the fifteenth
century to the grand duke of Moscow.
In thews Russian republics of old
real republimullani accordim,
to the propaganda literature of tie
reeoictionists, now martered broadcast
over Russia. The poorest citizen had
as much voles in the government at
the richest; absolute majority. at the
polls decided all questions of interior
and foreign affairs. When an office
was accused of wrongdoing all the cit-izens sat in judgment on bins and de-
cided by their votes whether he should
be retained or should lose his °facia'
head. The minority bad to submit t
the majority in all things, and the
president or print*, as he was called
elected for several years, held ocs
only with the proviso that he coulee be
dismissed at a moment's notice If h
misbehaved Even the church author-
ities and the priests were elected by
popular vote, and all had to submit to
dictation from the Polin-
WORRY OF LEARNED MEN.
The Electern Hypothesis a Source
et Much Concern to ,
Elecirleisuas.
It apparently matters much to the
professors what matter la. Prof
Wind, of the University of Utrecht, en
pounds the electera theory, which may
mean revolutions. It is pointed out
that if by progress of experiment and
the/v.1 the electeru hypothesis in its
ultimate form should continue to gain
gram& if It finally should prove tin
avoidable to accept theview that mat-
ter consists entirely of electrons, Mang
and momentum would eease to ha
what they now are in our ideas, quart.
titles strictly invariabie. The preen.
lection and confidence with which sci-
ence has for centuries aimed at a de,
orription of the universe la
terms only of matter and motion werq.
based chiefly, though half unconscious .
ey, on the idea of mass and momentum, rn
being Invariable, hinges or pictures cat
Invariable elements of reality itself
This idea. says the Chicago Tribute, ,
fundamental to our whole mechanics .1
coneeption nature, would shrink int o
rin illusion in the light of the ao
theory.  A great sit entage would 1 be
that whereas it now seems al me ,st
hopeless to iavolve eiectro-magne tie
phenomena in a description in oer me
or Iv of matter and motion, the tir uity
deeeeed in our picture of the phys tea)
avid would then be secured by pat ting
it. la terms of electerns and moils ,e,
How She Came.
She had just arrived from a ere irney
On the'neat by bet' and on the .ne in
trout had been two trice
-10°10w: T77, 1
with whotn the would trot
iecteri conversing from Sheer -et
nem. But they had somehow steed
to avail themselves of their opt ortuni-
ty to talk with a pretty tin.
"Did you come try easy stages?" in. ,(mired a friend.
Recalling the two silent fellow rope
VI" As replied with a Only
coentri._4-., • 
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HUBBY'S RA.RINGUE
liNO, My dear, I mee'In no coodition tog3 out again to-night. Yotessenz.toforget that all dey long I have been
on my feet, talking lasurance to peo-ple until. 1'm hoarse, and all so that
sole: wear good clothes and live in
a, rtable home. I haven't tenon
701 out foei seven weeks, and you're
sick of sitting around doing the mend-tug and wishing you were dead?
:44131' Deasy, that's swamies! What's
apprelebition for s DWI who slaves allday, jest for a woman's sake, and
'when he's so worn out that he can't
move, and his ankles ache, and his
stomach ain't in good shape, and thebarber cut his chin throe times, which
may bring on blood poisoning—in fact,it feels_ very queer right now—then
fOU harp and harp on the subject of
my not taking yen outt N
No, Maria, I don't want anythingput on my cuts. Leave My face alone
I hate anyone eternally picking at me
—I really do. And quit that snufflingThe least little thing which haPPenemeans you turn on the water worksIndeed! This is the first night I've
stayed home, and for all I care yoe
could go without pleasure all yourlife. See hers, Maria! I am out it
night, and why? Because I am work-ing, woman. That's the reason! Talk-ing insurance to men I can't find dur-ing the day. Yes, I go to clubs andhotels. I have to, in my business.
If I Mal guzzle so much booze 1
wouldn't need to make so mace mon-ey? Maria, your language is Askewfag; booze is no word for a lady 10 us'
and it cuts a man to hear his wife,
whom he guards every way, get off
any of that stuff. I said It when I
came In with a bun on, and told you
I'd had some of the beet la town? A
woman who artfully worms things out
of a person when be is so tired and
weak from overwork that he is ball
crazy ought to be ashamed.
I was not drunk! At the corner here
I took one glass of beer, to revive my-
self, and that is all. 1 smelt like I had
'taken a bath in it? Pay, Maria, I hate
vulgarity. : The reason I came in quiet-!ly was in order not to disturb you, and
!the thanks I get. are that you alt up inbed and bawl me out! I did leave my
;shoes outside In the ball, I admit, andil put my light overcoat in the icebox
ill=se I don't know where you keepanyway, Mid it seemed a good
place.. Keep right as laughing, ma-dam!
What! Perhaps I don't know that Ileft only one shoe and a bottle of gin
la the hall and put the other oboe
away In the umbrella stand. Where I
Woes hide bottles? SSW I weal
1111-1 it. I'll take crate 'of those
1 torches I have to adobe go that
"au can wallow la laitery and sit over
re and read_ No, rat dot-goarg td
read the dope. I deal% eves sknow
*hat you mean Did I got these ,cigars
Sor a nickel? Yes, I did. (By Jove.
tbat ain't $ regular Ile. At Mad mast
tie:4 a lb sometimes. MOM *y dear
Wp and hit the sky if I told the truth
*bout 'sm.) Why tie yon tarn up year
itosa, Maria? Yee know It don't make
• frsekled pug nose any handsomer.
Your father laughed and laughed
*hen yea told his about my self-de-
Mai and Tao nickel cigars? He said
they were 2$ cents each anti I must
have a pull if I get eon cheaper? Your}tither is a confounded meddling old
illiot! Said the gang in that new club
I'm in would trim me good, did he?
And I ought to have some one teach
;a play pool and poker?1
Lame tell you, Marla, I ain't been
for a game since I've been in it,
counting out drinks and smirk's
*Bow's got to buy if he's a winner,
mutt all to the gool every nieht this
k, and—welt I'm going anti
s that sot You %%ere eniy kidding?dr bean t been )r. at all!
Jodi!' Give me the kindred. ant-
wife ot my niceb^r's time. A man
eleuld live in penes Oh. yet. Of rondllie,
you think you've get it on me now,
Maria, just because I said what I d'djest for fun. But a woman can never
see a joke, of course.
My mother sever made nasty cracks
Ind snooped &route! In an underhand
Manner, trying to catch a man is a
IN. What? You and the had • good
hinge? She's the one who put you
next about the cigars and said I'm
my father over admin, all right? Hum.
Talk about a phonograph! A. wonia.i's
got 'cm beat. labbnr. jabbrr forever
about sothice Rats! I sit here with
• high fever from the (old I got
stsueIng in drafts, tending to business
and aching all over, and when I get
on my feet every step Is agony, and
yea don't care! You don't oven—Holy
IllOsial Is this Wednesday? Great
Scott! You'll have me off my sal
completely soon! Here the big Tam-
many parade's coming off and I've go!
to walk in it and carry a fag on a
cane! I've got to go clear down to
Battery Dan's distriet to meet the
boys and march to TamminY hall
Where'll *hey think ! am, and me one
of the nehrehals?
The y could go to ruin for all
e, I s'pose. Where's my hat
at? Who took my Shigeo? And
me that EO cents I rave you for the
nt; I might need it. Spry enough on
RS,feet to walk six miles, am I? 1
C to bandy words with you ita ii:! The party needs toe, and I'm
on the job, see I ain't got time to
rattle it out now!—N. Y. Telegram.
_
Ruined by the Rnmerists.
"See here," demanded the publisher
of Anybody's Magazine, "don't you
know that wit. er is over? Here's your
April number with slit poems about ice
and snow."
"duel help It," sighed the weary ed.
*me. "The newspaper humorists have
thistle at sueb a point that nobodyE.
you'
an
maiWites.:14Partgi-chlow
CliNIA GETS NO RAILROADS
Net 'etiolated in That Respect by
the Japan-Russia
War.
„After the war is over China findsherself in status quo as far as rail-
roads go. The war is credited withlittle influence in producing the prac-tical deadlock in railway construction
now obtaining in the celestial empire.An adequate railroad system would be
a wonder worker, so great are its pos-
sibilities, but while the Chinese ap-preciate the need of some railroadingto supplement the week of their can-
als and coolies, they have no realiza-tion of the development of st countryby railroads. The amount of goodstransported by coolies and in northernChina by carts is almost beyond be-lief. In the interior of the greater por-tion of the country coolies and canalscarry all the freight. What this meanscan be understood fairly when it isknown that them is practically no
railroad tarries at all in the morepopulous and richest parts of an em-pire of 40(4,000,000 people or more.Most of the roads are scarcely worthythe name. In the northern provincesthe traffic la carts of a rough sortdominates the entire movement ofgoods to the seaboard. When water-
ways are frosen a great part Of theyear this is of necessity the case. Itis in such regions that the first holdof the railroads has coma. When the
empire is served at all it is served by
waterways. Along the Chinese coastthere is a series of navigable riverscoming down from the interior, aseries which has few equals the worldover. From the Yalu and Peizflo atthe north to West river, passingthrough Canton in the south, theserivers seem to be formed to reach in-land from the coast, connecting noi
only the coact cities with the Interiorcities, but the interior cities with eachother by way of the coast as welLAbout midway between the north andsouth the great Yeasts. reaches farInto the interior, navigable almost tothe western border of the empire, andby its tributaries offering still furtherconnections with interior points.These streams are supplemented bycanals, large and small, until the wholeYangtze and Yellow river plains are •vast network of waterways designedoriginally largely for irrigation andnow tiled also for transportation.
IN THE LEAVES OF PLANTS
_
Ikanty and Fragrance of Infinite Va-
riety in the Myriad
Forma
The wonderful variety in the shape
of leaves is among the soarcee
.01 beauty inOhs world e: eetnts, saysdi. London Beectator. They varyfrom the "simple" egg lumped leaf otthe laurel or the Indio rubber plantto the intricate and exquisite "cut(lug" seen lb those of the sudden-halefern, the adIow brhar-roae, the scanthus, or the Qs. The "cutting" in thedtherent spatial of parsley hi amongthe most elaborate of all; but it wouldbe allicult belleed to attempt to sag
which is the mast 'beautiful Is form.The wild geraniums are as elaborated
as 'the parsley' In some foreignplants the leaf has the brilliant hue
commonly enjoyed only by flowers, thepolneettlas showing this in perfection
with their pare vermilion loaves at the
top of tbe stem. In *bat are knownto gardeners as "foliage plants," main-ly from the tropical and subtropical
regions, a scheme of color Is given as •
rule, by the contrast In tint of the
-ribs and veins of the leaves with the
Limas filling la the network so formed.
Milky whits, bright yellow, crimson.
Or red usually marks the framework ofthe leaf, while iii- "tilling" Is da-kgreen In other plats this scheme of
ornament Is ravened
Scents and perfume- not less deli-
cious than those distilled. Trois flow
ere and blossoms, art often given outby kings. Them sr* those who pro-fuse to detect a purr and more deli-
rate odor in these leaf-scents than in
the perfume of flowers; and thoughthis is a matter of petsonal taste and
sensation. there is some reason tc
agree with this refieeteent of tie,
sense of smell The odor of the Imre
plant, or of the leaves of musk, itel
above All, the perteme of the sweet-brier leaves, are among the most
"clean" and refreshing in all the cate-
gory of sweet scents.
Couldn't Find It.
The neighters having dropped In In-formally upon the Suthrons during the
evening, Mrs. Suthron suggests that It
her husband will gather some mint from
the mint bed in the garden, she will mix
for them a genuine Kentucky julep. MrSuteron, who has indulged in a matter
of seven or eight genuine Kentuckyjuleps prior to the arrival of the guests,goes willingly in search of the desiredgarnishment for the drink. He re-
mains in the garden quite awhile. andfinally the others go out to ascertain
what causes the delay.
"Why don't you bring the mint in,dear?" his wife calls.
From somewhere in the darkness
comes th,e test y response:
"Jane, I've eaten my way twits
around this lot. I've chewed geraniumleaves, grass, catnip, tulips, onions, sageand burdock, but blamed if I can find asprig of mint anywhere!"—PittsburgDispatch.
Fore!
Here is a little golf story from thetime of King Japes I. Prince Henrywas about to drive off from the teeand asked his tutor to stand out of theway. The tutor did aot bear, and anattendant called out: "Beware thatyou hit not Master Newton." PrinceHenry drew back his hand, but ob-eerved regretfully: "Had I dons so Ihad bet vet IR debt&"_ _
 .1_1. 
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coMAilITER TESTS HIS FRIEND ED.MRS. COMMUTER. Ism
"A queer thing happened on thetry.] n this morning," said the commut-
er to his wife. "I um going to put the,
situation to you and see what youth.nk of it.
"At Caldwell two men began to ar-gue on the general cuseednese of hu.
man nature. One was kt pessimist, the
other an optimist. 'rho optimist dia
most of the talking.
" "Phe average man,' said he, 'is hon-
est. I will prove it to you right now.
There are at least 60 men iii this catInd not ciao of them I venture to say
will claim anything that does not be-long to him.'
"The cynic admitted that they were;
Indeed, a pretty decent lot.. 'But I'd
advise you to go slow,' he said. Howdo you propose to test them?'
" 'This way,' said the optimist.have in my pocket a scarfpin thathave never worn. I only bought it
vesterday and am taking it to townto-day to give It to my wife's nephew
as a birthday present. Now, I am will-ing to give the Impression that I foundit in this car. If anybody has nerve
enough to claim it as his be may haveit.'
"The cynic agreed to those condi-tions and the porter was called.
'"Will you ascertain.' said the op-
timist, 'if anybody in this car has lost
anything recently?'
"The porter walked up and down the
aisle and bawled out at the top of his
voice: 'Lost property found—lostproperty found. Who does it belong
'to? This gentleman has it.'
"Everybody looked through theirpockets and several persons claimed tobe poorer than when they left home.
Three had lost money, one a watch
charm. somebody else a bunch of keys
and another a signet ring. Presently
a man sitting near the middle of the
car juniped up and said:
" 'By cleorge! I have lost a scarfpin!'
" 'What kind of a pin was it?' askedthe optimist.
'It was an opal set In a gold band
of Egyptian woe:manta:tip,' waa the
reply.
"The optimist nearly dropped. 'Isthis it?' asked the optimist
" 'It is,' said the MILD, and he tookthe pin.
"The optimist was disheartened. Hehad lost a valuable pin and his faithin the honesty of mankind at the sameUna*, and the double blow was enoughto floor him. The cynic, although se-
cretly delighted, wits puzzled.
'Of course,' said he, 'you can't
squeal. You've agreed to let the fel-low keep the pin, and you're bound inhonor to do, but I'd demand an ex-planation if I were you. The circum-
stances are really remarkable, and that
much is due you.'
"The optimist thought so, too, so he
went back and sat down beside the
man who had filched his pin.
" 'Sir,' said the optimist, 'there is no
need for me to tall you,, that you are
an infernal rases!. You know that as
well as I do. You are aware that thatpia does not belong to you.. What I
would like to know is how you were
able to describe it so accurately.*
"Then the optimist proceeded to re-late his previous conversation with thecynic. The young man listened withkeen appreciation. He did not get
mad.
" he said, when It came histime to talk. 'perhaps I am not such a
villain as you hink. I could describehis pin because it belonged to me. Ilost it five years ago. I have been look-ing for it ever since. 1 knew that I
should find It some time. In all theseyears, whenever I heard of a man find-ing anything, I have butted in with adescription of that pin, hoping that he
might have it. I have been particular-ly anxious to get it in the last twoyears. I am married now and I wantto get the opal set In a ring for mywife. I thank you for returning It to
"The optimist listened, but he was
not convincer!. 'I understand the sit-dation,' he said. 'but I still think you
are a rascal. In my opinion you haveno right to that pin. I bought It yes-tesdery in good faith, and I considerthat it belongs to me.' •
"Finally they submitted the questionto the rest of the men in ear. Opinion
was diveded. Some thought the yoong
man entitled to the pin, others thatDiogenes had the best claim to IL"
"I am surprised," put in the com-muter's wife, "that there should be anydisagreement. Of course It belonged toDiogenes. The ethics of the case areas plain as a pikestaff to anybody ex-cept that _young man."
"Thanks," said the commuter "Thatwas the point I wanted your opinion
OD."
'there-was • brief silence. Presentlythe commuter's wife looked at her hus-band's flushed tam, at his wilted collarand the tie beneath.
"Why, where did you get that pin?"she asked. "I never saw it before. Anopal set in a gold band 
-well, upon
my word! You don't mean to say—"
"Yes." said the commuter. "I do.I wanted the opal for you, but sinceyou think I have no right to It—"
"Oh," said the commuter's wife,
"that's different."—N. t,, Prem.
--------
The Old Question.
"Don't you find It • little embarrass-ing to be engaged to a widower!"
"Well, yes," admitted the young girlfrankly. "I do. Every once In awhileI find myself starting lo ask him if Iem really the first girl he ever loved."
—Louisville Courier
-Journal.
FerlII41/Ited Liquor.
The four states which produced thelargest quantity of fermented liquor is1904 were New York, 141,1191.ggg bar-rels; Pennsylvania, 6,128,1116 barrels;Illinois, 4,692,446 barrels, and Wino.4,084,113 barrels.
THINGS LOOKED TO TOMMY
LATER ON.
One of the nicest boys in the office
Is Tommy Swikehart, but how he used
to bore us about his friend, Ed. Kemp-ley, when he first blew in from where
the tall grass waves. You ought tohave seen him then. Honest, he looked
as if he was just going to do a vaude-
ville stunt and was dressed for the
part. I didn't think they made thatkind of clothes any more, even in
Lichtenburg. where Tommy camefrom.
Wattles, the manager, turned the kid
over to me, to give him pointers on
the work. Then he noticed Tommy's
shiny hlack satchel, w -ere he'd laid itdown. "Where are you going to stay?"
he asked, and Tommy looked bewil-dered and said he hadn't found out
yet 'Yon take the afternoon off andfind hitn a place, Sumter," says Wat-tles to me; and so that's how he cameto be my roommate.
"I guess I'm pretty green," says
Temy, as he toddled along with me
to the joint "Ed. Kempley told methat the cows'd eat me if they saw no
on the street Ed's been here twice."
"Who's Ed?" I asked.
"Ed's my friend back In Lichen-burg," he says. It might have been,
"Ed's the prince of Wales and all the
royal family," from the way he saidit. "His father runs the bank there,"he went on, "and Ed's in the bank
now. We always run together a'goo?deal. They don't make any saarterfellers than him."
"Oh, you'll catch on, all' right,"
told him. I kind of took a fancy tohim, you know. He looked at you likea lost dog that's found somebody to
pat him—kind of scared and yet as ifhe trusted you and was tickled todeeth anyway. He thought the room
was the greatest ever, although Ed:
had a mighty fine room all to himselfIn his father's "residence."
"I took him around tsf a barber
shop when we'd settled about the
room. His hair was lopping down
over his coat collar behind. Then we
went back to the room and I showedhim how to tte his necktie. He had
the ends just pushed up under the
sonar In front and then brought down
through the loop without going aroundthe neck at all. You know the way.
No, he didn't mind me telling him.
Ed always told him things like that
CC was a dandy dresser—spent more
money on his clothes than any feller
In town—or his father did for hint.
Well, he certainly looked a whole
lot better when I got through with
him. And in a couple of months you
wouldn't have known him for the
same boy. He caught on all right.
Not that he tried to put on agony. He
wasn't that sort of a chap. But be
kept his eyes open, and he soon got
to know what was what The new suit
he got, when be got one, was a peach.
He quit talking in the Rube way hedid at first. But the boys joshed him
a lot. They all liked him, though. He
was just as chummy as could be with
everybody, from Wattles down to
Pete, the janitor.
But it was funny to hear him.
We'd be talking about something—It
wouldn't much matter What—when
Tommy would chirp up: "A friend of
mine back in Lichenburg. Ed. Kemp-ley—"
It wasn't any use trying to nreak
him of it. He'd prattle on about the
admirable Ed. in spite of anything.
Ed could do this, and Ed conld do
that; Ed. was io-anri so and 'tether.
And his face would be all of a glow
with pride. You didn't have the, Leart
to stop him.
Re wrote to Ed. about once a week
- -when he wrote to his folks, but
there was only one time I ever beard
him say anything about getting a let-
ter from him and that same night I
raw him slip something Into an en-
velope that looked to me like a money
order, though I couldn't swear to it
So I had Ed. pushed me for does
3ta to three years--and Nen Ed. came
up to Chicago for a visit.
I never saw anybody so excited
about anything in all my life as Tom-
my was over the news that Ed. was
coming. He couldn't eat; he couldn't
keep still. He hurried to see Mr,.
Barker about a room for Ed. An.I
he even arranged to take him to din-
ner and then to the theater: then he
was going to treat me to a sight of the
Paragono-if I cared to sit up—and, of
course, I did.
It was close on to II o'clock when
he got beck. He rapped at the door
and as be entered I started back al-
moon scared. He looked pale and
queer and hsd that old-dog lock that
seemed to say 'Don't hit me. please."
Then he said: "Bob, this is my
friend, Ed"
So that was Ad.—that flashily
dressed, pig-eyed, loud-Mouthed, cheap,jay sport! That was what be was.
It was kind of pitiful to see the
way Tommy tried to-bead him off and
steer him where he thought the fel-low might shine. If he had had any
good points about him Tommy would
certainly have brought 'em out But
it wasn't any use, and I could see
Tommy knew it wasn't, and wait allbroke up over it
Ed. stayed a week, and Tommy
stuck to him like a brother. Therli
wasn't anything he didn't do to melte
that skate have a good time. He
might have showed him off, but he
didn't, and he bragged about him
worm than ever—for a time.
He said to me: "Ed has changed
some, but that boy has got a heart
like an ox." Then he sighed.
"You're off, Tommy," I said. "He
hasn't charged. It's you. You've got
your eyes ogee since you're boa
arlreralkaili Dit17 Now*. _
AN UNTOLD STORY.
HOW ONE LIFE ENDED IN
MYSTERY.
. BY X. K. FRIEDMAN.
Phey warned him when he entered
the hospital that the operation wai
werOus, that there was but little
„A of its successes and that it must
done, so to say, at his own risk
But he heard the surgeons' verdict
without flinching, even without any
change of expression. Then he said
curtly and decidedly, ahhough indifferently, like a man to whop life is
matter of no consequence: "Very well
goahead.During ;be week he rested in the pre
rate ward of the hospital before the
operation- the doctors, and more particularly the nurses, found in him the
element of the mysterious that beginiby piquing our curiosity and ends bylaseinating it lee was in the prime oflife, evidently cultured, refined and
well-to-do; a Jew of the finest type.
oval featured, dark and strikinglyhandsome—so much war apparent onthe sueface of things. But all subtle
attempts to pierce beneath that sur-face and learn more about him hethwarted with an.inscrutable smile orturned aside with a bored look, asins affairs were of no importance tohim and, therefore, could be of no
earthly interest to anybody else.
To Miss Marcy, the pretty Canadian
nurse who cared for him, he seemedthe most remote, the most detachedpereson she had ever met in all her va-
ried professional experience. The more
she saw of him the more she wondered
why it was that life made no appeal tohim and bad no charms for him. Be-fore long ,her wonder left her and a
vague, inexplicable pity for him usurp-
ed its place.
He had no visitors and furthermorebe seemed to care about none, for he
rejected in his polite but peremptory
say all Mimi Marcy's efforts to enter-tain him. He read enothing, not eveethe newspapers, and lee perfectly still,bid big black eyes fastened on the bare
wail, the expression on his faze fixed,immovable and unvarying, ers if hisfund were always considering the
same thoughts and were held in bond-
age by them like a prisoner in the four
walls of his cell.
The day after the operation, whichproved unsuccessful, as the surgeonsfeared, his vitality ebbed low. Whenthe night came the interne beckonedMiss Marcy into the hail and said toher: "It is doubtful whether or notyour patient can live until morning,think you ought to tell him so."She reentered the room softly, wait-
ed a moment or two and•then, making
sure that she had herself firmly inhand, started to break the mournful
news to him as gently and indirectlyas she could, but before she had fairlybegun he cut her short with a wave ofhis hand and said: "I know."
"There may be somebody whom you
wish to have here," she suggested,
overawed.
His face, pale now as death itself,looked reflective and he gave no an-swer. Miss Marcy, thinking he hadforgotten it, repeated her remark.
"No," he answered firmly.
"Do ,you wish to dictate a letter to
anybody?" she asked.
He hesitated a second, evidently pon-dering, and then answered as bete....
"No."
She waited awhile, busying herselfIn making him as comfortable as she
could under the forlorn circumstances,and then she inquired meekly, as ifafraid of a refusal in advance: "Isthere anything you want done."
"I would appreciate IL" he saideagerly in a flash of returned vitality:
"If you would brace me' up againstthe pillows.and let me smoke."
She attended to his request, placinghis box of black, -thick cigars on thetable beside him. He lit one andpuffed away as coolly as if he had un-til all eternity to finish it. his bigblack eyes fastened piercingly on the
nurse. In the semi-darkness of the
room his cigar and his flashing blackeyer made three vivid lights—two ofthem unnaturally bright.
Now and then be laid aside his cigarand moved his lips as if about to speak.The nurse felt her heart beat quicker,
encoring if he spoke be would revealthe mtstery that enwrapped him anddisclose the secret that she dreadedbut none the less longed to hear. But
ee frowned, wrinkling his high fore-lead, and fell to smoking again.
Miss Marcy suddenly became awarethat an awful batUe was going on inthe dying man's h..art, that some great,
overwhelming desire commanded himto speak and that a pride equally mas-terful ordered him to keep his, lips
sealed. This batUe and the dread cir-
cumstances amid which it was beingfought awed her, touched her with asense of the terrible, almost of the
supernatural.
He threw away one half-smoked
cigar to light hnother and another, lift-ing them away from his lips as if tobegin his ominous confession, but the
struggle still continued, with the ad-
vantage In favor of pride, and he ut-tered not a word, not a syllable.
The night crept on and on as if it
comprised all time, as if It were pur-posely delaying its end for this manto speak. The silence became unen-durable, oppressive, terrifying, as if it
might break any moment, without
warning, into a Peal that would shakethe foundation of the hospital.
His eyes burned brighter and bright-
er, consuming the fires of his life asthey burned; then suddenly, at theapproach of the dawn, they clotted for-ever, his last cigar dropped from his
mouth, an inscrutable smile flittedacross his face as If to proclaim pride's
victory, and be passe': away, taking hissecret with hum, leaving his mysteryMMOillgirealettanDali &Mk
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THE MULCAllf*g RIS
---,-HOW IT BRED GREAT DIS-
COMFORT.
In the days wheu the Mulcahyslived in the "Patch," Mulcahy, senior.had been the dominating force in thehousehold.
Mulcahy worked faithfully at thegas house year in and year out moilhe had amassed a savings account rhal
represented comparative wealth. Thenfortune, in the guise of the superinten-dent of a stone quarry, knocked at thedoor of the cottage down in the
"Patch." with the announcement thatthe owner of the quarry was anxiousto sell it at a moderate price.
With the advent of prosperity there
came to the Mulcahy girls the naturaldesire to better their residence. Theybombarded their mother continuously.but all she would say was, "Ye'll haveto ask himself." "Himself" announced
with a growl every time that the sub-ject was broached to him that the oldplace had been good enough for their
mother and their father and that it
would have to be good enough forthem. %
But their constant pleadings anti
oomplainings finally won from theirfather a reluctant cousent to purchase
a house more suited to their improvedfortunes. Marion, who had been MaryAnn; Juliette, who had been Julia.
and Marguerite, who had been Maggie,finally decided on a residence in an ex-
clusive. neighborhooe fronting a small'parkway. Mrs. Mulcahy packed herfew telongings with a sigh. The con-trol ef the house had been shifted fro=Jeremiah to the three daughters. She
anticipated trouble, for their supervis-ion sea certain to be more personalthan that of hdr husband had been.
From morning till night it was fault-
finding in the house of Mulcahy. Thethree girls were discontented. They
would not even acknowledge to them-
selves 'eat the real meson for theerdisqllet was the fact that the society
which they had expected to be gladly
received in, once they had left the
"Patch," had takr.n Absolutely no no-tice of them. Not one of their new
neighbors had called on them. Whenthey sauntered forth in the afternoons,brave in their finery, they met no one
who knew them. They were lonely,desperately lonely. They threw all theblame for their lack of social succeed'
on :heir poor mother. Their childishdread of teselr father prevented themfrom daring to correct him. Jeremiah
cordially hated the elaborately deco-
rated rooms of his new mansion.
"Maybe it's all right, Mary Ann," he
said dubiously to his wife, "but I'dlike a place where I could smoke in
peace. Mary Ana won't let me smokein the parlor and Julia won't let me
smoke in the library, and Maggie.
won't lee me smoke on the porch, mad
the lady out yander—he pointed is
the direction of the kitchen—"won'tlet me set me foot in there 4 all."
All this did the little old omaahave to endure, until finally her titgave way under the strain of -
nom and worry and a real homes'flees for the place she had called hefor so long. Marion promptly decidedthat her mother needed • European
tour. She suggested it to the doctor
tentatively. The doctor was one oethe few of whom the naughty Marion
was afraid.
"I think tat your mother needs ab-
solute rest and quiet," he told her.
He held an earnest conversation
with old Jeremiah with the result thatthe latter announced that be would ac-
company Mrs. Mulcahy and plat he
would not tell one of them where they
were going. The three stormed and
railed, hut their father was attar
Not a word did they hear from te-
tor three weeks. By this time the'
were in a frenzy of fear lest death he)
overtaken the wanderers. Then oneday Juliette met aown teien old Mrs.
Daly, who haa lived next to them inthe "latch.' There was no evading
the lady. Juliette assumed her mostfrigid manner, but Mrs. Daly shatteredit with her first eeltence: "I thoeght
you eere away ohole your fees* and
mother were over if the old house."
"In tte id eotate " cried Joliette.
"I-There ?lee but in the old house"demanded Mrs. Daly. "And it's a Cue
sight better your ma Ai since she came.
I suppose you'll by now that
you've come homey'
Under cover of the darkness that
night the three sisters went to the oldhouse that thee had never expected tobe forced to enter again. As Marguerite opened the door, Mrs. Mulcahylooked up from her knitting. Jeremiah
removed his pipe from between histeeth to bid them come in. The three
bad not waited for the invitation. Theyhad already begun their storm againstthe citadel of such folly as they sawbefore them. They wept, they scolded,
they cajoled, they pleaded, they threat-
ened. But Jeremiah and Mary Anis
were unmoved.
"It's ours," said the old man, "and
we'll come here whenever it pleases
us. You can stay or you can go. We
are going to end our days in comfort
You have what you want. We are
going to take what we want, for a
change. And if you show any mind
not to let us, I'll make you come back
here and sell the other house. If you'll
mind your own business and leave its
to ourselves we'll divide our time be-
tween the two places."
Marion, who had been Mary Ann;
Juliette, who had been Julia, and Mar-
guerite, who had been Maggie. accept-
ed the decision of Jeremiah in silence.
The old man held the balance of pow-
er. They looked at their mother re-
proac,hfully, but she was humuing
softly. They glared at their Miser
angrily, but be was smoking his pipe
again and reading his newspaper.—
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FOURTH AND BROADWAY.
Wednesday Mailing, Dec. 27, setae
—Yesterday was a very fair and
pltasant day the stepson considered.
Last night syna,cleete..avitb a slightly
cool breeze from the south. The
prediction for today ie for more
bright weathet and no change in the
atmosphere. •
'-The board of. public works will
hold its regular weekly meeting this
afternoon at the city hall.
this home on North Sixth street near
Harriseen• 
A
—'lie kitate bans of A-ke city yes-.
terday paid to City. Treasurer John
3. Dorian theie taxes for this yell-,
it amounting to a total of some-
thing like $16,000.
—Noah McLaughlin continues to
recover athis home from the injury
inflicted on his head two weeks ago
—F. it. Hallam. owner of the
Herlderdpn, Ey„ *eater, 'has sold• it
to U. 0. Sinallh, of Ciptiminti.
Fs the playhouce built by James E.
English, of tine city.
In the county clerk's office ytsster-
dey Constable Phil Ilisey qualified
,for his- coming four years' terns as
Icon:stable He executed bond with
4Ithris Liebe] as surety.
ABOUT THE PEOPLE
Mirs. Dr. C. tE: Whitesides will, re-
turn- the tio.t of next month from
Alineral We. is, Texas, where she has
been sojouraing for several months
past oil account of her health, which
is nitschlime-oved.
Misses EN 1 Belle. Darnell and Ger-
aldine'. While: ii have returned from
'Benton .whele they spent Christmas
with Miss 1.1ia Wilson.
:Miss Bettie Lynn, of Berths-ell', Ky.,
has returneei home after visiting her
sister, Mrs. James Leigh, of 719
South Elevesiti street.
Hon. Mike Oliver returned yester-
day from Benton %Acre he spent
Christmas.
Thomas J. clournoy, of Rock-
mart, Ga., is ia the city on business.
M. E. E. Denison, of Miirion, Ill
is in the city on business.
Me. P. Hi Parby, of Princeton, was
here yesterday.
Mr. Harry t:. Tandy, of Frankfort,
Ky., will ton i return to his home
there, while wife and child re-
.main for a leaatr stay here.
Mr. Tina shlteepby, of Cairo, 14 as
here spending Christmas with. rel,a-
tiVes and young lady friends.
Mr Ben M. Nev.-man wit) today re-
turn from Birdsviile, Ky., where he
speat Sunday with his sister.
Mr. Edward -13. Hannan, wife and
children are visiting in 'Louisville.
Mrs. George Augustus and child
have gone to Springfield. Tenn., for
a visit.
Mr. Stokes Payne, of La Center. is
in the city on business.
—Captain Alex Woolfolk .;t Mr. Arthur C. Patterson, solicitig
after a several days' Blake. : sight agent for the N., C. & St.
—Mr. Ike Friedman is camfiti and che Western anel Atlantic
with an, attack of stonalele,trouble sitroads. of Atlanta„ Gi is in the
cit. He formerly rehded here and
was c•Itief clerk for the N. C. & St.
Li local. offices.
•Tiliss Brooks Smith is here from
Nashville, Tenn., visitiuf her par-
ents on Madison street -during the
'holidays. She. attendle college at
Nas'heeille.
Mrs. Will Asplan, of
Tenn. is expected today
whew Frank._ Burch hit him with a friet4is in the city.
monkey wrench. Both are I. C. Mr. John G. Miller, Jr., is here
he/pers in the shons. from Danville, Ky., college visiting
his parents, Attorney and Mrs. John
G
Mr. Walser Dycus rettilned .yes-
terday from spending Christmas in
Marehall county.
Mr. Charles Truebeart • is here
from Louisville to join his family,
wildcat ie spending the holidays at
the Rieke b4h Sixth and
Kentucky evenue.
Mr. John Gregory and family, of
Jackson, Term., are visiting the fam-
ily of Captain Thomas Glenn, of the
No. 2 flee department.
Mr. and Mts. Samuel Cirley. of
413 Elizabeth AUDIT, have a fice
flew girl.
Mr. J. T. Pritchard. of Graves
county„is visiting his son. Mr. Rob
ert Pritchard.
Mee. Bettie Skerw tomorrow
goes too Lanotasas, Texas. to visit
her ,ister, Mrs. G. W. Tinkls. She
oill be- accornaanfm as far a Cairo
by her son, Mr. John Sherwip.
Mies Mary. Johnson, of Browns-
ville, Tenn., is visiting Miss Marian
na Mayes, of Wvo Broad-hay.
Edwin Johnsoft, of Brownsville,
Tani , (is visiting Ben Griffith, of
Jefferson sit reef .
isa Susie Thompson today goes
to Kansas City, Mo., for a visit.
Mr. and Mrs. B. H. Scott next
week leave for a Wertero trip, dur-
ing which time they will visit their
children, Mips Julia Scott and Mr.
Will Scott, Who are spending tlo
'Winter in Los. Angeles, Cal.
Miss Illa Colley is here •fce the
holidays from St.. Vincent's,' ochool.
of the 'lay Otivitibk within the cut- Sbe goes beck next Tuesday, accom-
rent Year. Resoectfujly. panied by her sister, Miss Louise
.10. • A.' Y El S ER • Wpm Mr. J he Helipley ii *ere from
Memphis. Tenn for the holidays.
Masonic Notice. Mr Fabian Greenwall 
and wife
prim, Coy Lodge No. 449. TO. and
A. sl , sil apeerlislonight its,stated
conoli•oecation at 7:30 0.c 1 Ire k . All
members are requested te.he present
as ekction (slicers wili take plate,
also other bitairrios of importmem.
Property Id.
Land lying on the Lovelaceville
and' Veto-Toll- road in the county
has been sold by John F. Hibbs to
• •• M. G. Carneal for Us, and the deed
litsled•ior rycord-yestetday in the coun
ty '
dined sod to John D. Car-
ton, land • lying in the
,
$66, William H. Simmons
property in the county from
Hideo I.-Wren.
Nlotice to Ile Public.
Al' 'parties Iletrtftellaims against
the city for material of any kititi are
requested- to present their bills to
she Auditor' office not later than
Wednesday evening, December nth,
zaos, as it is neceseary that they
shall be placed before the Joint
Finance Comervittee on Thursday.
December aSth, for their inspection
and approval, and be prepared for
presentation it the Genera! Council
Ow allowance within the year I905.
.4 'Your attOrititi '14 ,co-operation iii
requeste4, as ft is tlecheoity to facil-
itate settkment of all the business
rev" vieiting in Ueion county. Ky.
Dr. B E. Keys nod wife, of
Testae, arc visiting the latter?. par-
ents, Mr. and Mrs. B. B. 1,..einn. of
Fifth and Madison street*.
Mr.. James F. Clark and c'ttld, of
GEO. 0. INGRAM.. Master. IiIOPkiflSV1l1e. 
are visiting Mrs. Avers'
FRED ROTH, Ser'y. 
Young.
Mrs. 'Dr. Winston yesterilay went
ok •
\ to Union City, Tents., to visit.
To Ponce Holders. Mr. I. M. Dunn and wire are via-
We wish to notify our patrons, the iting Mr. and Mrs. Avery Young.
public generally, through the daily Mr. Jake Newman, of Evansville,
press, eoch agent signing the notice, is visiting his sister, Mrs. Jak,..
that commencing co the first day of $iriedman, of Trimble street.
Jantiary, 17)6, all policies are due 'Manager Fullwood, of "The We-
and payable when the insurance is, man ln the Case." was here yesterday M
effected or upon delivery of policy in The play appears at The Kentucky
one week from totvight.
Miss Edna Siinniona is here from
Marion, Ill., visiting relatives.
Mr. H. W. Williams, of -Rather
ford, ;Tenn., is visiting` his sister.
Mr.. Maggie. Nurremaicher, of Ad.-
ams street.
G. W. Hill and wife, of In=
dianapolis, Ind.. are . visiting their
'Mrs E L •Whitesides,' oestopath, S "71. Mt. S. M. Hill, of Adams
(fuss% Broadway; Phones, Old 143/, street.
Newt. 76z• Dr. IL T. Hall has returned from
Benton, where •lw spent Christmas.
Mr. Walter Padgett-and wife are
visiting in Dexter, Ky.
Mr. Mnurics Naslivesterday-morn-
ing returned to 'Lehiiikille after speRV-
ing Chriiterras here.
person or lw mail.
BOARD OF LOCAL
UN DERW RIff ERS.
—
Fine lettuce for tale; tende!•, crisp
acd crap. Oak Grive greenhouse,
Porteous Pros.
Jackson,
to visit
PABST BLUE RIBBON
BOTTLE BEER
Sold at
Gray's Buffet,
Palmer Home Bar.
L. A. Lagorriarsitto.
'is Mr. John Kiger, of Princeton.. Ky.,
returnet loins, yesterday after visit-
ing hi-or :ruttier, Mr. Chratte•
11r. E. G Stamper aged wife have
gore to •Cincionati. a from there to
Owenton. Ky. to attend thc marriage
I.
BABY GIRL'S
Awful_ HUMOR
,••••••••••••gl,o.mmomm.••••
Would Scab Over, Break Oren, and
Be Raw— Intense Suffering for
Two Years— Doctors and Medi-
cines failed to Help Her.
CURED BY CUTICURA
AT COST OF 75 CENTS
Writing under date of Aug. se, reee4,
Mrs. L. C. Walker of Tremont St.,
V/oodfords, Me., says: "My sister
bad a terrible humor on her shoulder
when she was eighteen seentbs old,
musing intense suffering for two years.
'We had several doetons, and tried
everything, but la 4111bousf all we
did it kept spreadi..Aloe day it
would scab over - ack open
and a watery osuerlsom it ant'
the scabs would all 1I of. It would
be raw for a time, then scab over
again. Some one recommended Cuti-
cula, and we immediately procured
a box of Cutie aro Oi utmost, sod a cake
-of Cuticura Soap. Skenaostrach bet-
ter after the first bath with warm water
and soap, and an application of the
Ointment. Before it was half gone we
saw a Marked change for the better,
and she "vas entirely cured, without a
scar being left, bythe one boa of Oint-
ment and one cake of Soap. Her skin
is now entirely clear, and silo has
not had a sign of trouble since."
100,000 MOTHERS
Daily Tell Other Mother!.
That Cuticura Soap is the best baby
soap in the world for cleansing and
purifying the skin, and that Cuticura
Matment is of priceless value for ,
soothing and healing itching, tortur-
ing, and elltifiguring eruptions, itch-
ing., and chatings. A single appli-
cation of Cuticura Ointment, preceded
by a warm bath with Cuticura Soap,
gives instant relief, sad refreshing
sleep for skin-tortured babies, and
rest for tired, fretted mothers.
cutkees d.mp, Otaromm. old Pea Gm
OM wadi roam Ong SCSI..'.
11-Mod Mr Day boOmiargireirrod
of the forneer'e sister. They return
next Sunday.
Miss Blanche Sheltbourne, of River-
side hospital, is visiting her parents
at Wickliffe.
Miss Grace Williams is visiting in
the city from Krebs.
Miss Willie and Susie Temple of
New 'York., arrive next week to -Nisit
their sister, *Ai. Dr. C. H. Brothers.
Miss line -Towne, of Naldwilk.
Tenn., is visiting Mee Zanie Watkins,
of 'South Filliaisitreet.
hfr. John Walker and wife, of
Tnpeolo, Mies, are visiting the lat.
ter's 'mother, Mrs. Street, of West
Monroe.
'Miss Katie Streit, of Evansville,
Ind.. is visiting Miss Francis1 Sohra-
ven.
Mr. Thomas Morton today larturtus
to his home in Chicago, after' spend-
ing the hildhetaye her with his sisters.
the Masses lalorton, of Broadway.
11g. Edwin 'Wilson is here from St.
Louis visiting hie mother, Mrs. Kate
Wilson, of Broadway. •
Mr. William E. Kelly Pretorned
last night frcim a several days bunt-
ing clown in Ballard county. He
brought back over iv quail. ,
Mg. George Dubois is hose from
Philadelphia to spend tb holidays
with his parents. Mr. and Mrs. L.
Stanley Dubois.
MAKING BEST OF IT.
Joys and
Holiday
4velties
I. BACON'S
DRUG STORES.
Sportsmen Out Killing Quail Before
Law Expires Next Sunday .
— 
•
,i(sw that the Christmas holidays
are over the sportsmen of the city
and county de, in the woods and
fields in droves every day, Minting
quail as tbey realize the bird law
expires next Sunday and they cannot
Iktek partridge after that date, with-
Out violating the state statutes which
provides a heavy fine for slaughtering
the birds, except during that six
weeks period between November isth
and 'Pannaty 1st of each year. After
next Sunday the Nsportsmen will have
to content themselves until, spring
opens when „their trop shooting will
'be resumed at Wallace park.
PRICES SOARING HIGH.
arshall County Farm Lands Bring
Good Prices Nowadays.
The price of farjri lands in Mar-
shall county newt •ffe on the constant
adsancei judging from a deal effected
yesterday bx Hon. Mike Oliver, the
Well known lawyer. Eight years
ago he bought a farm, near Gilberts-
vine for $.zoo. and since then has
spent only $so fbr improvements.
Yesterday he sold the property to T.
0. Davis for $1,soo, and at this the
latter gest good bargain.
LiCensed to Marry.
Marriage licenses were isetted by
the clerk to the following parties:
John Blitzmon, aged 26, and Mollie
Bell, aged it, of St. Louis; H.. F.
Morton, aged go. and Irene Cosfe-
Man, aged '20, of the city.
A 'colored couple getting st,lioeii:e
entitling them to marry was "Louis
Jones, aged ,63. and Ellen Noel; aged
So of the city.
THE MOST VARIED ASSORT-
MENT IN TOWN.
7th & Jackson Sta. phone .r& Clay Sta.. phone 31,
ASK TO SEE THE LARGE
DOLLS TO BE GIVEN AWAY
XMAS DAY.
POPULAR 'WANTS
FOR RENT—Six-room cottage,
No. 1623 Broadway. Apply it Reg-
ister office_
FOR SALE or rent-837 Jeffer-on
Possession at once. Whittemore.
FOR RENT—"The Inn" property
on North Seventh between Madison
:Lod Monroe. Apply Dr. J. G. Brooks.
FOR RENT — Apartments in
Eagles' Home, Sixth and Broadway.
Bath, heat and light& Furnished or
unfurnished. Apply to L. P. Head,
custodian, at building, or ring 402.
FOR RENT—Five-room cottage,
Modern improvements, bath, electric
lights, at so36 Madison street. Ap-
ply to Dr. P. H. Stewart.
LOST—One gilt belt and buck:e.
Finder will leave at Register office
and receive reward.
WANTED—Good boos* help, -Ap-
ply at once at- 408 Washington
street.
PRIZES DRAWN
THE PADUCAH DISTILLERIES
COMPANY GAVE MANY
AWAY
The Drawing Was Conducted Yes-
terday Before a Large Crowd at
Their Eetabliehment.
The drawing of the twetity-five
vainable4nrer si incloding an "Owens-
given by the Felines%bop 
at their salesroom, No. 103
thrso-
tilteris w Co. to their patrons took
lace 
South Sekood street, yesterday after
noon, in the presence of quite a
crowd of interested opectatons,
‘Nucab' hide none of the prizes went to Pad
was loud in
their pilet a.
everyone
to the fair 
manneveryone
er in
which the *Bair was condocted. We
learn frota the managors as well as
'by observation that the business of
the company has been 'guile heavy
this serann, in fact double that of
the previous year, which speaks well
for the liberality and fair dealing of
the firm, quite Pike that of their
leading brand. "On the Squat '
The following is a lie of the
lucky ODele
First prize, a 344 Owensboro wag-
on, F. N. Loftin, Benton, Ky.
Second prize, sewing machine.
Chas. X. Andrews, Troy, Tents. THE GLOBE BANK si TRUST co
Third prize, double barrel shotgun.
M. L. and E. W. Piniestoor Dres-
den, Tenn
Fourth prize, Texas saddle and
bridle, Martin Wilson; Barlow, /CY.
Fifth prise. dinner' set, H. H. Da-
Paducah T '•nsfer` ompany
cor norated.)
General Cartage Business,
Superior Facilities for
Handling Freight, Machinery 2°nfdlcaend Monroe
Both 'PhoneslitAnd Household Goods.
P. D. Fitzpatrick, Supt.
Abram U. Well & Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Boiler-
Campbell Block.
Office Phone 369. - Residence Phone 726
Foe Vaults, MOntruseas and 0 aneral Ceneelery Work Use
GREEN RIVER STONE
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET foe Moutunental and
Building purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPC/N EXPOS-
URE AND THEN RETAINS ITS WHITENESS; does not be-
come dark and discolored.
LET ME TELL YOU MOM ABOUT IT
John S. Porteous Marble, Granite ei Stole Works
SOLE AGENT, z6og TRIM BLE ST., PADUCAH. ICY.
(1C11-1 0010-[111(iall
THE THREE LATEST GASLAMPS. THEY SAVE GAS BILLS—
THEY SAVE YOUR EYES- ON DISPLAY AT OUR SHOW
ROOMS.
PORCELA, ENAMEL CLEANSER, IS A WiaNDEE.
Ed D. Hannan
BTE.AM FITTING. PLUMBING.
Both. Phones sot. 13$ South F ourth St., 325 Kentucky Avenue.
the Buffet •
107 SOUTH FOURTH STREET
el C. Gray, proprietor.
FINE OW WINCE AND WRI1111031.
Everything seasonable in the adorns line served to seder. A
floe osenday lamb for 25 ceee....
EXPERT ACCOUNTANT
For Auditing, Adjusting, (tossing
or Closing Books. Shortest and
Simplest Methods. Apply to
JOHN D. SMITH, JR
Expert Accountant, 118 Fraternity Bldg.
Of Paduowb., Kentucky
Cetpitail arid Surplus $115/5,000i
Iluslas, Ky.
Sixth prize, elegant conch or SD P. NOBLE, PRES. G. W. ROBERTSON. 
V.
Itlunge. E. C. Byars, Dexter, ICy. N. W. VAN CULIN CASHIER.
Srenth prize, Standard Owen-
grvirih, Sam Lancaster, TOoy, Tenn. Transacts all regular banki
ng business.. Solicits your deposits.
Eighrb prize, pallor lamp, Tilman per cent per annum on time certificate of deposits.. Safety boxe
s
Orr, Hazel, Ky. 
Ninth ,prize, plow, j, N. Copeland. proof vault fcr rant at $3 t
o Ito per yeas to sins. You
Brewer, Ky.
Tenth prize, golden oak ..Morris
chair, Tdman Orr, Howl, Ky.
The remaining fifteen prizes were
handsome and treeful articles of fur-
niture and were drawn by R. G
PerrY, Wjngo. Ky.. Will Gray. Ful-
ton. Ky., R. W. McClain, Putyeao
Tenn., J M. Parsons, Sharon, 'Penn
A. L. Guilt, 'Sharon, Term., Mike
Delaney. Canton. Ky., J. T. Stov-
all, I:triton, Ky., A. E. Craig.
Crtitclutield, Ky.. C. L. Robertson.
McKenzie, Teem 3. R. Randle,
NIsnofield. Tenn., 11. A. Humphrey.
Cottage Grove, Tenn., George Iluji•
can, Ragland. KY., J. W. Cotham
& Go.. Brilro' Landing, Tenn., W.
A. Jennings*. Newbern, Term.. A .
B. Clary, Cottage Grove,. Tenn.
—Fade-call lodge has re.ceivcd the
request sent all Elks lodges over the
countil, to next New Year morning
drink a toast to the health of Grand
Exalted Ruler Robert tihnown • end
send him a telegram of greeting
key end no one but yourself has
WAILS.
Pacre M
In firs.
carry pour own.
45044.4-44444.
••••••••Irris...
. 
COULSONS
...PLUMBING...
Steam and hot Water Heating*
none 14 52D Broadway.
Subscribe For The Register
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